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Local Roads
Beginning To Clear
State and county highway personnel
are hoping to make a large dent on
highway snow removal today, provided
the temperature lends a helping hand.
Both state and county road crews
were expected to start grading top
priority roads about noon today, according to state and county spokesmen.
"If it breaks we'll plow our third
priority roads and we're trying to put
more cinders on slick hills," Kentucky
Department of Transportation's county
foreman Sherwood Potts said early
today.
"If the temperature gets up to about
25, we'll start knocking it (snow) off,"
Gil Hopson, a county magistrate said.
Hopson said county road crews have
concentrated on cindering key county
and state intersections thus far this
week. Highways spokesmen have
agreed the icy conditions earlier this
week left roads too slick for graders to
have in impact.
But officials are hoping that will
change today.
Qty, county and state highway officials met late last year arid decided to
coordinate snow removal efforts. Potts
was expected to serve as a "quarterback," responsible for determining
See SNOW REMOVAL,
Page 6-A, Column 1

Virgil Gilliam
Named As New
Postmaster Here

SNOW STROLL- This person is pictured taking a snow stroll across a bridge spanning a creek in Murray. Calloway'
County remains under a blanket of snow and ice that fell here last weekend. Main roads, however, are beginning to clear.
Both city and county schools were closed today. Weather forecasters predict more snow later this week.
Photo By Kaye Peebles

That Week-Old Blanket Of Snow And Ice
May Turn To Mush, But There'll Be More
•
By The Associated Press
Kentucky can expect the remains of
its week-old blanket of ice and snow to
turn to slush by this weekend, along
with an additional two inches of snow
that is forecast for Thursday.
The National Weather Service
forecast issued today calls for increasing cloudiness and a chance of up
to two inches of snow tonight and
Thursday.
This latest precipitation center indicates a long-awaited return of abovefreezing temperatures, but also poses
perhaps the biggest driving threat of
the season to motorists.
"If it does snow two inches tonight,it

Will be grim," a state police spokesman
in Frankfort said. "The reason for that
is that with the ice chopped up the way
it is now, you can get a little traction.
But if it snows, that snow will melt and
fill in the gaps in the ice. And that will
make it a solid sheet."
So far, Kentuckians have handled the
slick highways well, according to KSP
reports that show accident totals are
"remarkably low for this type of
driving."
No fatalities were recorded Tuesday.
The NWS is calling for temperatures
to break through the freezing mark by
Saturday and approach the 40s by
Aunday.

Forecaster Gwenevere Jasper explained that an approaching frontal
system bringing warmer air from the
southwest also contains some moisture.
State police said that driving lanes on
interstates were generally clear with
occasional slick spots, while passing
lanes were still covered with ice and
snow. Major highways were also
reported mostly clear, but seconder
roads are slick and hazardous.
Power failures blamed on iceercrusted lines continued to plague some
areas.
South Central Bell Telephone Co
estimated it would be the end of the
week before service was restored to 400
_•

'Booms'Source Still Unclear
received this week in areas around
Mayfield, Cadiz, Murray, Scottsville,
Elizabethtown and Louisville.
In all cases, police reported no explosions to account for the noises.
Military and civilian aviation
authorities said no aircraft have flown
over the areas at speeds faster than
sound, which causes sonic booms.
Some calls to police in the affected
communities. continued Tuesday,
though most were received Monday. In
Mayfield, police reported callers said
they heard booms more than -20 miles
away.
The noises seem similar to those that
puzzled scientists up and down the East
Coast last winter, prompting President
Carter to order an investigation.
No one has come forward with a
scientific explanation that would
connect the noises in Kentucky this
week to weather or atmospheric conditions.
But old-timers in the Cadiz area who
recall the hard winter of 1917 and 1918

say ice on the ground can expand and
break with a jolt, causing a loud noise
Much of Kentucky remains under
crunchy, hard ice from a weekend
storm.
Rodney Cheatham, news director at
WKDZ radio in Cadiz, said a large ring
of ice cracked around the station's
transmission tower near the studio. He
said that if old-timers are correct about
the cracked-ice theory, the ring around
the tower might account for a jolt felt in
the studio early Monday morning.
The Murray Ledger & Times called
Dr. Otto W. Nuttli, an expert on earthquakes with the Department of Earth
and Atmosphere at the University of St.
Louis, and he reported no record of any
earth activity in the area. When told
about the ice storm here, Dr. Nuttli
speculated the noises heard by local
residents could be a result of that ice
storm.

today's index

Although thousands of people use
microwave cooking ovens today, some
consumers may have questions
regarding the safety of cooking with
microwave radiation.
Barry Grogan and James Erwin of
the Calloway County Health Department says, "Because of this public
concern, we are in the process of
starting a county-wide microwave oven
testing program."
The federal government has
established stringent standards
regarding the design and emission
levels for microwave ovens. There is
little cause for concern about excessive
microwave leakage unless the door,
hinges, latch or seal on the ovfn is
-damaged -or-broken. Damage of this
type usuallay.occirs during shipment of
the oven or under abnormal use in the
home or restaurant, Grogan arid Erwin
said.

Any individual or food establishment
having a microwave cooking oven who
would like to have the unit inspected
should telephone the Calloway County
Health Department at 753-3381, between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, they said.
The special instrumentation used to
check for microwave radiation is on
loan from the Department for Human
Resources and will be available to the
health department for one week only
Individuals wanting their microwave
oven(s) checked should call and
schedule and appointment prior to
January 19. There is - no cost for this
service and the actual testing of the
ovens will begin on January 72-26 The
test will usually take less than 30
minutes and does not involve
disassembly of the oven,

Sledding accidents kept Jefferson
County Emergency Medical Serces
units on the run, treating people_ wk._
had been sliding down hills on card-.
board and other unsuitable materials.

Gilliam said he looks forward to the
opportunity of serving as postmaster of
a first class post office.

Classifieds
Comics'
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths& Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Horoscope
Inside Report
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

6-B,7-B
, .6-B 6-B
3-A
if-A
2-A
3-A
5-A
2-A,3-A
5-A
11-A,9-A

increasing
cloudiness
Increasing cloudiness tonight
and Thursday with a chance of
occasional periods of light snow.
Accumulations of less than two
inches through Thursday. Lows
tonight from 10 to 15.
..ndended Forecast
Snow showers ending .Friday,
clearing on Saturday with a
chance of rain or saow .on Sun.-, • -

Active in community and civic affairs, Gilliam was niuried.as Mayfield's
"Outstanding Citizen of the Year" by
the Mayfield Messenger in 1974. He has
--also received man qf the year honors
from the Mayfield 'Jaycees, and the
Woodmen of the World in addition to
recognition for many other civic accomplistunents.
Gilliam is a member of the Mayfield
Kiwanis Club and said he hopes to affiliate with the Murray club as soon as
possible. He is also an active member
of the American Legion in which he has
held several offices.
He and his wife, Frances, have two
children, Harvey,an employee ortnion
Carbide in Paducah, and Mrs. Peggy
Smith, whose husband works at
Ingersoll-Rand in Mayfield. The
Gilliams are members of the
Presbyterian Church.
Gilliam said he planned to ccimmute
to Murray from his Mayfield home
during the initial phase of his new
position and would make a decision on
moving to Murray some time in the.
future.
Gard also reported that plans for the
new postal facility for Murray, tp be
located on Chestnut Street just west of
10th Street are well underway.
"The architect is now making the
final drawings and we will be pushing
for the completion of this facility,"
- Gard said.
He said he could not project an an-ticipated completion date for the
facility at this time.

Park Board To Decide
Movement Of Depot

A spokesman said there was nothing
wrong with sledding as long as
youngsters and adults stayed away
from such makeshift devices as car
hoods, garbage-can lids and metal
signs.

advertise for bids for a small farm
By DEBBIE N. LEE
tractor for park use and the discussion
Staff Reporter
of paying medical insurance for fullMembers of the Murray-Calloway
time park employees.
County Park Board will decide at the
board'Is Febniary meeting what course
of action will be taken concerning the
Li
moving of the old L 8r N Depot from
Railroad Avenue to the new park.
The postponement of action was
agreed to following a discussion of the
board's alternatives at its meeting
Tuesday. Issues on which the decision
hinges include the extension of a state
Two eminent Calloway Countians,
Donald E. Henry was re-elected
grant to move the depot; money that
one a veterinarian here for more than
chairman of the Murray City School
can be provided by the Community
50 years, and the other, a councilman
Board at a special called meeting
Theatre, the group which is primarily
and mayor at Hazel for 15 years, have
Tuesday afternoon. Melissa Easley was
facility;
and
use
of the
interested in the
died.
re-elected vice-chairman by board
the money that has already been inEarl Adams, 78, a veterinarian and
members.
at
preparation
the
of
a
site
vested
in
the
Deltocratic election commissioner
The board will meet with Murray
park for the depot.
here, Route 1, Murray, died Tuesday at
Middle School teachers and other inJean
chairman
board
Park
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. And
terested persons at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Blankenship said that it was now her
Cy Miller, one-time mayor of Hazel,
the library of the school. The regularly
were
moved,
depot
that
if
the
—feeling
died at the city-county !hospital early
scheduled meeting of the board will
the park board would have to bear all of
foday.
-begin at 8 p.m. in the library.
the costs not covered by the grant.
Adams, a graduate of Western
Items on the agenda include the
Gil Hopson, Calloway County
Kentucky State College at Bowling
consideration of insurance bids for a
magistrate and park board member,
Green, once worked with the Kentucky
three-year period; a letter from the
stated his concern that the antiquated
Agricultural Department.
Calloway County Board of Education
structure might become an eyesore to
Miller, 52, stepped down as Hazel
concerning the average daily atwere
not
if
funds
park
facility
the
new
mayor early last year after serving six
tendance contracts for non-resident
available to renovate it once it was
years. Miller, who along with his wife
students; personnel recommendations;
park.
moved
to
the
Thelma operated Miller Funeral Home
and routine business.
Board member Carolyn Adams
in Hazel, was instrumental in creating
depot,
moving
the
in
lieu
of
suggested,
the U.S. 641 Water District connecting
that the board consider building a
that south Calloway County town with
facility that could be used by various
Murray.
community organizations and charging
Obituary notices for both men appear
a nominal fee for utilities.
in today's edition.
In other business, Gary Hohman,
parks director, told the board that
"Christmas in the Park" was a
Calloway County School Board
"tremendous success." Plans are being
members are expected to elect officers
made for next year's display to include
for the next two years after two newly
more Christmas card scenes, and work
elected members are sworn in Thuris already under way on the displays.
sday.
Hohman said that an estimated 22,500
The newest member of the county
people vi6wed the displays during the
school board is Jerry Overbey,
21) nights that the park was lighted.
replacing outgoing board chairman Joe
A recommendation on one-waying
According to a count made by park
Dyer, who didn't run for re-election in
certain city streets is expected to be
employees,an average of 75 vehicles an
November. Walter Byars, elected to a
presented to the Murray Common
hour drove through the display area.
repeat
term in November, will also be
Council at iLs regular meeting ThurThe 72,500 figure was obtained by
sworn in during the upcoming county
sday at 7:30 p.m. The recommendation
estimating three people in each car.
school board session.
will be made from a joint study by the
Several park board members will try
The school board meets in county
council's public safety committee and
represenmeeting
with
to arrange a
school administrative offices on College
the Murray Planning Commission.
tatives of the Murray Baseball------'
Farm Road beginning at 7 p.m.
Other items on the agenda include:
Association to discuss the fees paid to.
'Thursday.
- A request for authority to advertise
the umpires and scorekeepers in the
School board members will also hear
for bids for a fire truck.
summer baseball and softball leagues.
a report on the county school district's
- Consideration of a water rate inIn past years, the association
and state fire marshal's plan of action
crease that will be applied to "large
operated the concession stands at the
for correcting fire code deficiencies,
users" only.
old city park and paid the umpires and
according to an agenda for the meeting.
- T'he second reading of an orscoreketers out of the money that was
A number of school facility requests
dinance setting job classifications and
collected. Since the completion of the
are
on the board agenda plus some
employees.
salaries for city
new park, the park board has taken
personnel recommendations.
- A report on technical assistance to
concessions
the
over the
and has paid
Calloway County School Superinthe city on a solid waste disposal
officials. This cost has escalated
tendent Jack Rose is expected to report
system.
recently because of the expansidh of the
on transportation, school construction
In the event of incleffient weather, the
Program.
proiects and the status of the high
meeting time may be moved up to VISO
school with Southern Association of
Other action taken by the board inp.m. Thtirsday according to city Clerk
Colleges and Schools.
cluded giving Hohman permission to
Jo Crass.

Don Henry Is
Re-elected

City Chairman

Countians Die

Calloway County

School Board To
Meet Thursday

One-Way Street

Two Seethes -20 Pales

Special Microwave
Inspections Slated

customers in an area stretching from
Bardstown to Middlesboro. General
Telephone, which handles central
Kentucky, said 170 subscribers were
out of service because of icy lines.

Virgil Gilliam, a veteran with 36
years-of service with the Post Office,
will assume the position of postmaster
at the Murray facility on Friday, Jan.
26.
Gilliam, 54, a native of Mayfield,
learned of Lie appointment Tuesday
afternoon and told The Murray Ledger
& Times in an exclusive interview
Tuesday night that he is "very pleased
and excited about the appointment."
The competition (for the postmaster
position) was very keen," Jim Gard,
USPS' MSC manager in Evansville,
Ind., said. "We are pleased with the
quality of the five applicants in the final
selection," Gard added, indicating that
he feels the merit selection process now
being used by the postal service is an
excellent way of filling vacancies.
Gilliam, who has served as postmaster at Bardwell, Ky., since
December, 1774, will fill the slot left
vacant by the retirement of Lester
Nanriey about one year ago. Fred
Jackson of the Evansville office has
served as:''officer in charge" during
the interim.
Gilliam began his service with the
post office department as a rural letter
carrier in the Mayfield Post Office. He
also served as an inspector with the
postal district for a period before being
appointed postmaster at Bardwell. He
has served two terms as president of
the Kentucky Rural Letter Carriers

-- Well-Known--

Heard Here, Elsewhere

By The Associated Press
Many Kentuckians remain mystified
over the cause of loud, sonic boom-type
noises heard earlier this week, mostly
in western Kentucky.
Authorities have reported no explosions, earth tremors or sonic booms
that would account for the noises.
A number of Calloway County
residents reported the noises Monday
morning.
In the absence of any other explanation, some old-timers say the
noises possibly are caused by expanding ice that breaks with a boom.
One Calloway County woman offered
her own explanation of the strange
noises. She said that the freezing of sap
in trees may be responsible for the
sounds residents are hearing. She
claimed that when the noises are heard,
ice can be seen falling from the trees
and the trees move but no limbs drop
off.
Reports of unexplained jolts accompanying the booms have been
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Mrs. Murdock
Is Honored

140 COMMUNITY
cALENDAR
Wednesday,January ii
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Meths4t1t Church
Women iscjoiseuled to meet
with Mrs... B. Wilson at 7:30
p.m.

Thursdiy,January 11
* Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World will not meet tonight at
the Triangle Restaurant as
usually scheduled.

An exhibit of drawings of
Eve Adams, Murray, and an
exhibition in graphic design
by Genda Russell, Paducah,
will open today at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
State
Murray
Center,
University, and will run
,Waterfield and Pogue through Jan. 24.
Libraries at Murray State
University will be open from 8
Saturday, January 13
a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
Thursday,January 1.1
at the A. Carman Pavilion,
Welcome Wagon Club, College Farm Road, Murray,
scheduled to meet at the home at 8 p.m. This is a support
of Pat Winchester, has can- group for families and friends
celled its meeting for this of alcoholics. For information
month.
call 4374229.

Murray • Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Lodge Hall, Highway
121 North.

Friday,January 12
North Murray Homemakers
Waterfield and Pogue
Club is scheduled to meet with .Libraries at Murray State
Mrs. Charles Robertson at University are closed today.
1:30 p.m.

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
Waterfield and Pogue
Libraries at Murray State
University will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

United
Independence
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at the
church at 7 p.m.

Late registration for any
student who did not advance
register for the spring 1979
semester at Murray State
University will be held from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the
Student Center. '

will
a.m. by

Late registration for any
student who did not advance
register for the spring 1979
semester at Murray State
University will be held from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the
Student Center.

Ellis Center is scheduled to
be open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. —

Ham Breakfast
be
served starting at 6
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons at the
lodge hall, Highway 121 North
at Highway 1660, Johnny
Robertson Road, This is open
to the public with funds to go
An international exhibition toward the building fund.
in drawing, painting and 3dimensional will open today at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Saturday classes for the
Fine Arts Center, Murray Spring 1979 term began today
state University, and will run at Murray
State University.
throu& Feb.6.

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church are
scheduled to have a salad
supper at the Fellowship Hall
at Cr 30 p.m.

Waterfield and Pogue
Sunday,January 14
Libraries at Murray State
Waterfield and Pogue
University will be open from 8 Libraries at Murray State
a.m.to 4:30 p.m.
University are closed toClaY

Clubs
Homemakers
scheduled to meet today include Dexter, Progressive,
Suburban, and Town and
Country.

Mrs. Bill Ed Murdock, the
former Christine McCuiston,
was complimented with tpio
parties prior to her recent
wedding.

Thursday,January 11

A personal shower was held
at the Community Room of the
Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray,
with Stacy Adams and June
ap
Murdock as the hostesses.
The bridal couple was
honored with a tea in the
Community Room of the
Peoples Bank with Barbara
Smotherman, Faye Harris,
Gerlene Newsome, Janette
Murdock, June Murdock,
Dana Miller, and Linda
McCuiston as hostesses.

EAST CALLOWAY — 'Happiness Is' was the theme of tba program presented at the December meeting of the ParentTeacher Club of East Calloway Elementary School. This was•six part play explaining the different meanings of happiness. The scenes included 'Happiness is Getting Ready,' Happiness Is Shopping,' Happiness is Waiting,' Happiness is
Giving, Happiness is A Family,'and 'Happiness is The Christmas Story.' Pictured in the top photo,left to right,front row,
are Melissa Underhill, Amy Allbritten, Kelly Pittinger, Andrea Hudgins, Kim Lough, Pam Batey, DeeAnn McCuiston,
Gaye Housden, Tina Morris, Lee Ann Rayburn, back row,Shannon Slater, Trevor Coleman, Scott Cook, Brian Underhill,
David McCuiston, James Dowdy, Eric Ferree, Kelly Slater, and Scott England. Pictured in the bottom photo are Tim
Torsak, Trevor Herndon, Mickey Garrison, Pam Hudson, Beth Bowes, Lisa Meador, Tim Weatherford, Darren Loftus,
Tony Johnson,and Kr •

HEALTH

TODD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Todd,
Murray Route 2, are the
parents of a baby boy, David
Ryan, weighing eight pounds
71
/
2 ounces, measuring 20/
1
2
inches, born on Tuesday, Jati.
2, at the Murray-Calloway
C,Ounty Hospital. `
They have one daughter,
Dana Lee, 6. The father is
owner of the Stadium View
Clean Up Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Todd, Murray
Route 2, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Lee, 1706 Audubon Drive,
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Eunice Shekel,
Murray Routs 3, Mrs. Edith
Lee, Hazel Route 2, and Mr&
Reba Parrish, Seuthsid.
Manor Apartments, Murray.

Check out 'hot flashes'

-

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
by the menopause. They also- a disorganized response of..
DEAR--DR.,--IAMB
started Wring hot flashes 12 can be relieved specifically your temperature regulatyears ago in-1966. .1 was 5S by providing estrogen hor. ing center in you.- brair.
. the wrong
then. I did take- Estinyl for. mone replacement. A lot of Somehow it gets
about nine years which min- the other symptoms that are signals and notifies your
sirnized the hot flashes during ascribed to the menopause body that it should get rid of
can really be caused Ics neat. It does this by dilating
the 21 days I took them.
Since I had two blood clots other things and it is some- the blood vessels in your
in my left leg Sti doctor told times doubtful whether they skin which warms the skis
me I had to quit hormones. are associated with the hor- and makes yob feel hot, ant.
He said I would be uncorn- - mane changes at all. In most commonly induces sweatfortable for a couple of instances, hot flashes don't th€
months, but it tuts been over —last more than about two . Starches and sweets woo*
16 years and I still have hot years, but there are excep- cause hot flashes, but hot
_spicy foods wil:
flashes and they haven't let bonsI think any woman who is
Alhough it won't correct a •
up yet In fact, they are
preceded by pounding of the having hot flashes should hormone deficiency. if you
' see a physician even ii they napper. to , be 'overweight,
heart and a chill.
I had to change doctors are part of the normal occu- eliminating excess pounds
because we don't have many rence of the menopause. He may help. I notice from the
doctors here and the one I might be able to give her rest of the letter that you
had moved away. We have some assistance to help her have a problem with eleso few doctors that we have — as was done in your case. vated blood pressure anyto almost fight the reception- If they persist for an inordi- way. and any sensible
ist to get to see one. We live nately long time, it is impor- weight loss that you can
on a farm and there is so tant to have a complete, achieve might be beneficial.
Meanwhile, I am sending
much work to do and I seem competent evaluation to see
you The Health Letter nummore tired than I should be, what the real problem is
but sirite I have trouble
Although hot flashes are ber 5-12, Menopause. to give
seeing a doctor I need to caused by the menopause. i you more information on
know if I should expect the might point out that there this change of life. Other
hot flashes to quit or do they are other medical conditions readers who want this issue
go on forever? Does eating which cause similar symp- can send 50 cents wih a long,
-starches or sweets have any toms. It is a rare person whs. stamped, self-addressed en• effect orshaving hot flashes? hasn't awakened feeling hot veiope for it to me in care of
DEAR READER — Hot at night when the room is a this newspaper, P.O. Box
- flashes are one of the things lot cooler than it was in the 1551, Radio City Station,
that can definitely be caused day. Hot flashes are merely New York, NY 10019.
I realize that it is sometimes difficult to see a docak
tor or to have a chance to
s.
••'s 111P
talk with him, conditions
being what they are today in
many busy offices or in
communities like yours
where there may be one or in
some instances no doctor.
But if at all possible, I would
like to encourage you to see
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
a physician to make sure
that your problems are not
related to something other
than the menopause.
'A`Pviir

PADUCAH PATIENT
Max Tutt of Murray Route 8 „
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL-PATIENT
-Mrs. Burie Miller of Murray
has been dismised from the Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

HOSPITAL NEWS
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LOS ANGELES (AP)-2ountry singer Dolly Parton
has replaced Farrah FawcettMajors as the '`worst-dressed
woman," according to the
annual ratings released
Tuesday by Mr. Blackwell, the
California designer.
"Too many yards of Dolly
poured into too few inches of
fabric," the designer said in
his 19th annual review.
Suzanne Somers, star of the
ABC television series Three's
Company, was second on his
1978 list, with Greek heiress
Christina Onassis Kavzov
third and model Cheryl Tiegs
fourth.
Miss Somers, the designer
said, "Looks like she was hit
by a flash flood!"
About Mrs. Kavzov, he said,
"Mother Earth is playing
Russian roulette with her
wardrobe!"
He said Miss Tiegs rates
"The three T's-Tiegs, tacky.
togs...a molting roadrunper."
• Ms. Fawcett-Mors,
dropped to fifth, "strikes a
minor chord in fashion."
Queen Noor of Jordan, the
Princeton coed who married
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WAYNE DUNN,student in Mrs. Linda Patterson's seventh
grade science class at East Calloway Elementary School,
dissects an earth worm in a unit of study on the earthworm
and its body parts. Mrs. Patterson explained to the students
about the earthworm and then allowed them to see the parts
first hand by letting each student dissect a worm.

ON SANTA'S KNEE — Carl Keeslar, a third grader at Carter Elementary School, tells Santa Claus what he wants for
Christmas, The PTA sponsored the candy canes for all
students on the day prior to Christmas vacation.
Photo By Mary Ann Carter

Dolly Parton Named By Designer
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SCHWAB CAJAL
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schwab, 1604 Oak Hill Drive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Michelle Lynne,
weighing seven pounds eleven
/
2 inounces, measuring 201
ches, born on Monday, Jan. 1,
at 2:38 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is band director
at Murray High School and the
mother is on leave as a
teacher at Symsonia in
Graves County.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Schwab of Franklin
and the Rev. and Mrs. James
Alton Lawhorn of Lewisport
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Lucille Schwab and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Grable, Louisville,
Mrs. Thelma Norwood,
Franklin, and Mrs, Ada
Lawhorn, Liberty.

Ct
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ORCHID PLANT
The orchid is the popular
name for a family 10,000-15,000
species of plants.

Jane Fonda, Rona Barrett,
and Carmelcita Villaverde de
Bourbon.

szi

No Newborns Listed
Dismissals

Dolly Parton
Too much in too little
King Hussein last year,
ranked sixth. "A, centerfold
for Popular Mechanics," the
designer said.
Singer Olivia Newton-John
was seventh for "having the
right dress in the wrong
century."
Eighth place was shared by
Cindy Williams ahd Penny
Marshall, stars of the ABC
television hit series Laverne
iind Shirley. He • Aescribjcl
them as a "double-feature
disaster •'

Suzanne Somers
Hit by o flash flood
Singer Linda Ronstadt,
ranked ninth, "hits a high note
in song, but a low note in
fashion." Another singer,
Bette Midler, closed out
Blackwell's Top 10. "She
didn't go to a rummage sale,
she wore it!"
Topping his list of "fabulous
fashion independents," the
group said to be well-dressed,
were 'Princess 'Grace, Dina
Marx
Merf1111. Barbara
Sinatra, Princess Yasmin,

Melissa A. Harrell, 107
Clark, Murray, Earl Wiggins,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Kathleen
Phelan, 403 S. 8th, Murray,
Casandra A. Maaess, 7777 W.
Washington, Indianapolis,
Ind., Mrs. Mary L. Haley, Rt.
I, Dexter, Festus Story, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Laura J.
Galloway, 519 S. 6th, Murray,
Fred Smith, 736 Nash Dr.,
Murray, John S. House, Rt. 3,
Clinton, Ross D. Odle (expired), 811 Sunny Lane,
Murray
Reports for Dec. 27 and Dec.
28 from the Murray-Capway
County Hospital were not
received for publication.

4,

All Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens
When It Comes To
Discounts!

HOSPITAL NEWS
12-26-78

12-25-78
Adults 81
Nursery 4
Newborn Admission
Kendall, Baby Boy (Linda),
Rt. 2, Murray.
,
Dismissals
Reta F. Kimbro, Rt.
Murray, Mrs. Julia Simmons,
Rt. 2 Bx. 211, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Kathy J. Hill, Rt:
1, Dexter, Mrs. Debbie J.
Richardson, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Margaret E. Tharp, 2201
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Ruth G. Canady (expired), 727
Riley Ct., Murray.
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McCuiston-Murdock Vows
Are Read At Club House
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Turner Home Scene Gladys
Williamson Group Meetip,g

I

1001 Vine, Murray, James
Kee!(expired), Rt.8, Murray.

Robbie J. Steele, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn., Lynn Clark, 907 Vine,
Murray, Richard Alexander,
Rt. 2, Bx. 129, Murray, Daniel
Redden, Rt. 6, Bx. 9, Murray,
Brain Mitchell, Rt. 1, Bx. 200B, Murray, James K. Parker,
Rt. 6, Murray, Edward
Wedding, Rt. 7, Bx. 46-A,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy Bebber,
Rt. 7, Murray, Connie E.
Manning, Rt. 1 Bx. .153,
Murray, Christen Hamilton,
No. 62 Hales Tr. Ct., Murray,
Floyd Alexander, 602 Depot,
Paris,. Tenn., James A.
Herndon,811 N. 17th, Murray,
Vivon D. Shelton, Rt. 5 Bx.
2252, Murray, Dennis Daniels,
Murray, Earl G. Waters, 1397
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Lela Waldrop, Rt. I Bx. 255,
Dexter, Wanda J. Graham,
715 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie
L. Carroll, 109 S. 10th,
_
Murray, Mrs. Nanna L.
Slayden, Rt. 1, Clinton,
William F. Fitts (expired), 901
Fairlane, Murray,

12-72-78
Adults 106
Nursery 6
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl Adams (Marion),
Rt. 8, East 13th, Benton.
Discharges
Charles K. Miller, 207
Woodlawn, Murray, Jeff Ckl,
Rt. 2, Box 259, Murray,
Harding R. Wells, 2108
Gatesboro Circle, Murray,
Mra Yolanda J. Harvey, 1507
By Abjgail Van Buren
,9„,Ch,c490 Tribune.N Y Nows Synd Inc
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Donna M. Koca, Rt.6, Box 225DEAR ABBY: I am an attractive, educated, self-supportB, Murray, Mrs. Sarah B.
ing woman of 25. I want to marry and settle down, but my
Ferguson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
27-year-old boyfriend, whom I've been dating for over two
Tenn., Marion C. Benefiel, Rt.
years, does not. He insists that the men in his family (his
1, Box 174, Hazel, Yvonne
father included)do not marry. They take common-law wives.
Robinson, 838 Bolin, Paris,
He said no one outside the family knows this, so there is no
Tenn., Mrs. Betty S.
scandal. He claims that marriage kills love - that if two peoHargrove, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
ple really love each other, a few words mumbled by a
Nita B. Houston, Box 228
minister won't make the union spy more sacred.
Riveria St., Murray, Mrs. Mae
I can't see myself going in for this kind of relationship. He
says he loves me and wants to live with me,but it must be on
D. Bucy, Rt. 1, Box 136,
his terms. I don't want to lose him. What should I do?
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Paula
Mr.and Mrs. Bill Ed Murdock
"-LIKES IT LEGAL
K. Windsor, 1622 College
12-24-78
Farm Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Newlyn's Admission
Wilson, Mark Rogers, and groom's name on the other.
DEAR LIKES:,Tell him that it two people really love
Sherry K. Webb, 306 North
Williams, Baby Girl ( Lana),
Steve McCuiston. Steve
The new Mr. and Mrs. each other, a few word. by a minister will not make the
Porter, Paris, Term., Stuart Rt. 2 Bx. 292, Cadiz.
Rogers and Terry Rogers Murdock cut their cake, made
union any LESS sacred, and, lilt', all the same to him,
Henley,
Fox Meadows Tr. Ct.,
that's the only way-YOU'LL have it. If he doesn't see it your
Dismissals
Bobby their wedding toast, and then
were
ushers.
Murray, Michael T. Tune, 202
Mrs. Arlene Adams, Rt. 7,
McCuiston, Jr., ring bearer,. departed for Gatlinburg, way, lose him and find a fellow whose father was married.
Jean St., Paris, Term., Charles
Mayfield, Mrs. Marion L.
carried a white satin pillow Tenn.„ for their wedding trip.
Hutchens, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: Whenever we have a big family gathering,
edged in white lace and forgetAdams and Baby Girl, Rt. 8 E.
They are now residing at
Rt.
2,
Karla
K.
Hennigin,
which is about once a year, my father's wife (she's 40)always
me-nots to which the matching their home at Lynn Grove.
13th, Benton, Mrs. Dottie L.
Hazel, Charles R. Mills, Rt. 4,
sits around crocheting or knitting by herself in another
bands were held in place with
Bailey, 1705 Wells Ext.,
Rehearsal Dinner
room.
Box 201, Murray, Mrs. Mary
white ribbons tied in love
The groom's parents enShe gives the impression that she finds us totally boring. I
J. Seavers, Rt. 2, Water Murray, Leigh A. Carter, 800
knots.
tertained the wedding party
think this type of behavior is very impolite. What is your
Valley, Edward Y. Morison, Olive St., Murray, Mrs. Susan
12-21-78
The groom, groomsmen, with a dinner at the Colonial opinion?
Rt.
8, Box 325, Murray, Mrs. K. Comer and Baby Girl, 909
No Newborn Admissions
ushers, ring bearer, and House Smorgasbord on the
NEEDLED
Pat G. Edwards, P. 0. Box Pine, Benton, Mrs. Cindy
Dismissals
father of the bride, were at- night
of the _ wedding
111,
Hardin, Mrs. Lydia J. Cossey and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
-L C. McKinney. Rt. I,
DEAR NEEDLED: rwould have to know the lady's
tired in yellow tilkedoes.
Murray, Mrs, Cinsta M. Evett,
rehearsal.
Dexter, Jason Lainhart, Rt. 1 Claridge, Rt. 5, Box '434-E-1, Rt. 1, Bx. 172-CNRurray, Mrs.
motivetion. Perhaps she feels unwelcome, out of place, inThe bride's mother chose to
Following the dinner the
W.
Lee,
629
Murray,
Karl
Bx. 3, Paris, Tenn., Cleo D..secure, shy, or just plain afraid to be in the family group for
wear a floor length emerald bride and groom presented
Sue H. Givens, 911 Story,
Sykes, 1308 Sycamore, Riley Ct., Murray, Mrs. Burlie
green quiana dress enhanced gifts to their parents and fear she won't know what to say. Perhaps if you went oat of
Murray, Sonia L... Hutchens,
A.
Dublin,
Rt.
1,
Mayfield...
your
way
to
make
her
feel
more
Murray,
Rodney L. Jones, Rt.
comfortable and less like an
by a French cape flowing from members of the wedding
Rt.
3, Bx. 145, Clinton, Mrs.
Mrs.
Marjorie
Barnett,
P.O.
outsider, she'd put her needles away.(Get the point?)
1, Bs. 195, Almo, Rupert G.
the back neckline and party.
Jean E. Kalberer, 904 Story
Maynard, 316 S. 16th, Murray, Box 263, Murray, Luther H.
shoulders. The mother of the
Ave., Murray, Jason R.
DEAR ABBY:I recently lost my precious fiance in an auto
Mrs. Leva J. Simmons, Rt. 1, Easley, Rt. 71 Box 157,
groom wore a rust quiana
Larson, A-4 Fox Meadows,
accident. I loved him very much, but I must go on.
Dexter, Terry G. Elliott, 808 Mayfield, Richard T. Waters,
floor length dress. They each
Murray, Jerry W. Miller, S.
I have a problem I need help with. At the time of our engageBroad, Murray, Mrs. Tina H. Rt. 4, Box 24, Murray.
wore a silk corsage containing
ment he gave me a beautiful diamond ring which I have worn
Side
Manor Apt. M-7, Murray,
Kinkead, Rt. 6, Bx. 44, Paris.
since the night he put it on my finger. I've had many people
four mums, baby's breath,
Dennis McDaniel, Rt. 1 Bx.
12-23-78
Tenn.,
Mrs.
Diane
Hicks
and
tell me that now that he is dead I should take the ring off.
. VISIT WISCONSIN
dried flowers, and variegated
130, Dexter, Mrs. Marie
No Newborns Listed
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
They say it is an "engagement" ring and I can't be engaged
Rick Murdock and Mr. and
ribbons.
McPherson, 101 Spruce,
Diimissals
Nancy
J.
Meloan
and
Baby
Mrs. Boyce McCuiston and Mrs. Ray Murdock have n to a dead man.
Murray,
Mrs. Ardith Persall,
Homer
B.
Futrell,
Rt.
3,
Abby,"thist Hiik symbolizes hit Wye for me.It comfoitime- Boy,909 Pogue Ave., Murray,
Mrs. Opal Emerine, grand- returned home after spending
Cadiz, Mrs. Betty G. Reed, Rt. flt: 7, Murray, Mrs. Janet L.
Mrs.
to
Freeda
M.
look
at
Pierce
and
mothers-of the bride,and Mrs. the holidays with Rick's
Is it all right to wear it, or should I take it off?
Baby Girl, 705 Barger St., 1, Bx. 184, Benton, Randy Prescott, Rt. 1 Bx. 216, Almo,
Johnny Webb, grandmother of parents, Dr. and Mrs. John T.
/
2 Main,
LOST AND LONELY
Mayfield, Jerald W. Tabers, Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mary M. Seeley, 17061
the groom, wore corsages nturdock and son, Larry, of
Mrs. Helen K. Parrish, Rt. 1, Murray, Noah J. Smith, 8098
Rt.
1
Bx.
115-A
Kirksey,
containing a large silk rose, Middleton, Wisconsin. Rick's
DEAR LOST. As long as it gives you comfort, wear it,
Preston Y. Brandon, Rt., 1, Dexter, Mrs. Janice K. Ford St., Warren, Mich., Mrs.
two rosebuds, baby's breath, sister, Mrs. John (Cyndee) and don't worry about what people say.
Hazel, Everett Nanney, 411 S. Morton and Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Dianna K. Spain, Rt. 1, Almo,
dried flowers, and variegated McGee and Mr. McGee of
8th,
Murray, Mrs. Sarah H. Benton, Mrs. Robin J. Potts Mrs. Ruth A. Strode, Rt. 3, Bx.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CRAZY FOR FLORENCE": Paribbons. Boyce McCuiston and Milledgville, Ga., were also
Panzera,
401 Ky. Ave., and Baby dirl, Rt. 1, Kirksey, 290, Murray, Mrs. Audrey L
Johnny Webb, grandfathers of guests in the Murdock home tience, man. Rome wasb't made in a day. And neither was
Murray,
J.
I. Patton, Rt. 1, Mrs. Rita E. Dill and Baby Moore, Rt. 4, Murray, Luther
Florence.
the couple, wore boutonnieres for the holidays.
Hazel, Mrs. Beatrice B. Boy, Rt. 2, Bx. 123, Dover, Blanton, 506 N. 1st, Murray,
of silk mums.
Tenn., Mrs. Ella V. Tidwell, Toy W. Grooms, 307 N. 5th,
Do you wish you had more frioads? Per the secret of Hughes, 309 S. 13th, Murray,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Attending the register was
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Glenda S. Murray, Arthur Hanson, Rt. 2,
Rural
R.
Jones,
1105
popularity, get Abby's new booklet; "Hew To Be Popular;
David Cohoon of Murray has
Janet Murdock, sister of the
Henson, P. O. Box 1, Kirksey, Big Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Hettie
Sycamore,
Murray,
John
Q.
Never
Too
Young
or
You're
Toe
with
Old."
Send
$1
a
long,
been dismissed from Lourdes
groom.
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) eavelepe to Abby, In Burton, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Debra L. McClain, Rt. 2, Bx. B. Wilson, Rt. 2 Bx. 91-B,
Hospital, Paducah.
Reception
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Call.90212.
Edith W: Johnson (expired), 68, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Paris, Tenn.
A reception for the couple
was held downstairs in the
club house.
The decorations and flowers
in fall colors blended with the
bright yellow dresses and
tuxedoes as a background for
Frances Drake
the receiving line. The mantle
was decorated with vases of
FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 11, 1979
breath,
roses,
baby's
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
marigolds, and greenery. The
table arrangements were tomorrow be? To find out what (1`40v. 22 to Dec. 21)
the stars say, read the
Be careful, not to misplace
made of roses mingled with
forecast given for your birth
valuable items or cash noiv. In
greenery and baby's breath, Sign.
fact, better put off all financial
made by Hilda McCuiston and
transactions to a more
Clovis Jones.
ARIES
propitious time.
Assisting at the bridal (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Holiday
CAPRICORN
reception table were June
Annie Hall Look
It may be difficult to ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19),V
Adams, Erlene Matthews, communicate what you feel to
Casual remarks Shouldn't
Lori Murdock, and Gail those at home or the office, but hurt you so deeply. Try to
Smotherman.
news from a distance should avoid the extremes of inThe table, covered with be pleasant.
hyperand
sensitivity
yellow lace over white, was TAURUS
sensitivity. Be objective.
(ii;'
Y AQUARIUS
centered with the,wedding (Apr. 20 to May 20) 64
Don't count on others to say ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
cake made and "decorated by
the groom's mother. The exactly what they mean. Be
Your attempts to Wince
layers of the three-tier heart guarded in financial dealings the books may lead to
shaped cake were separated and double-check papers that mistakes in arithmetic. Save
Magazine
by cupids which, along with need to be signed.
such work for a time when you
lacy flowers, highlighted the GEMINI
have a clear head.
Selected
sides of the cake. Silk roses ( May 21 to June 20)
PISCES
)( v
Group
Your
judgement
about
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
. t•
adorned the center of each
Fall& Winter
Reg.
You're a bit uncertain in
tier, and the cake was topped money matters may be
by a crystal goblet containing erratic. A dollar saved may be your social dealings now. If
$20.00 Now
a miniature bride and groom a dollar spent. Consult with you don't know how you feel
Including Some CAND1E S
partners
re
joint
finances.
it's
about
a
prospect.
romantic
statuette. The wedding cake
UP TO
CANCER
the
a
not
reflection
on you was flanked by two miniature
(June 21 to July 22)0
0 person!
heart shaped cakes with the
Little things mean a lot
bride's name on one and the today, and chances are they'll
YOU BORN TODAY are
get to you. Avoid histrionics. both idealistic and ambitious.
Your own feelings could be You enjoy public life and will
your sole preoccupation.
speak out for the causes you
LEO
believe in. Your best success,
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
comes through developing
There's much work to be your creative gifts, for without
Gail Turner opened her scripture from Genesis 1:1-9.
finished now, but you may feel an outlet for your sensitivity,
Holiday Glitter
session
During the business
home for the monthly meeting
you don't know where to you're liable to become
of the Gladys Williamson it was announced that the begin. Avoid telling cohighstrung and irritable.
Group of the Sinking Baptist younger children's classes workers your inner feelings. Through
art you'll get your
While
Church Women held on were in need of some old VIRGO
message across. You can
They
to
decided
group
shirts.
The
Tuesday, Jan. 2.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 2,2) WP
succeed as a writer, speaker,
sponsor a church wide shirt
Lost
Friends
may
let
you
down
philosopher, psychologist,
The ' president, Becky
drive for these classes, and to now or misinterpret your composer, or statesman.
Lucretia
Nance, presided.
a
also look into the possibilities intentions. If at all nervous, it Avoid intolerance and an
Thompson opened the meeting
of getting other supplies would be better to forgo inclination to be too concerned
with the prayer calendar and needed for the children'S socializing now.
Group
about financial security:
• classes.
LIBRA
a.
Laura Paschall read the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-A-n
Family members may just
scripture from I Cor. 13. She
also gave a demonstration on not understand your viewpoint
ELKINS,GIRL
how to make silk flowers and or lifestyle. Efforts to clarify
Mr. and MM. Gary Elkins,
each member participated in your position only complicate
matters.
Route 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
the program.
announce the birth of a baby
The closing prayer was led SCORPIO
to Nov. 21) 111
'
girl, Andrea Marie, weighing
(Permanent
by Becky Nance. Refresh- ( Oct. 23
Misunderstandings are sure,ten pounds, born on TtiendaY,
Mrs.
by
served'
were
'
ments
Removal of Nair)
Torner. Also present, not to occur if you don't first Jan. 2, at the Henry County
previously mentioned, were check the facts and figures. A General Hospital, Paris,
Susanne Cathey and Mary partner may not understand, Tenn. The mother is the
but will listen
former Deborah Jackson.
Janice'^,00per.

The wedding of Miss
Christine
McCuiston,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby T. McCuiston, and Bill
Ed Murdock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Murdock, was
solemnized in a fall candlelight ceremony at 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Bro. James Thomson
performed the double ring
ceremony before a mantle
decorated with a large wicker
basket filled with silk and
dried flowers of autumn
colors. On each side of the
flower basket were brass
candelabra. Two fifteenbranch spiral candelabra
flanked each side of the
hearth. The family pews were
reserved by large yellow
bows.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Wilson, friends of the couple,
provided a lovely program of
music before and during the
wedding. Their selections
included "We've Only Just
Begun," "Love Me Tender,"
"For All We Know," and the
traditional processional and
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, was elegant in
her gown of white organza,
designed by Phyllis for
Bianchi. The bodice was
created from imported
'English net richly encrusted
with Alencon lace and seed
pearls, enhanced with a Queen
Anne neckline. The long fitted
sleeves were also adorned
with the same lace. The soft
flowing skirt swept gently to a
chapel-length train.
To compliment her bridal
(gown, the bride selected and
'redesigned a unique coachman hat, richly decorated
With lace and seed pearls to
match the gown,and enriched
with a bustle, a blusher, and a
train of silk illusion.
The
bridal
bouquet,
designed and made of fall
colors, contained thirteen
roses, dried flowers, and
with
baby's
breath,
variegated streamers tied in
love knots. Into each love knot
was tied a rose bud.
The groom's boutonniere
was made of a single rose with
dried wheat and baby's breath
to match the bridal bouquet.
The dried and silk flower
bouquets, boutonnieres, and
arrangements were designed
and made by the bride and
Mrs. Gracie Holland.
Stacy Adams was the maid
of honor. The bridesmaids
were June Murdock, sister of
the groom, Donna Hughes
Futrell, and Linda Carol
McCuiston,sister of the bride.
They wore floor length
yellow quiana halter dresses
which were handmade. Over
the dresses they wore yellow
fringed lace capes, and each
carried a bouquet of silk
flowers and variegated ribbon
streamers.
gerving as flower girl was
Susan McCuiston, sister of the
bride, who wore a floor length
dress of yellow organza over
silk crepe, designed and made
by the bride's mother and
grandmother. She carried a
wicker basket, trimmed with
silk flowers and variegated
ribbons and filled with rose
petals from her grandmother's flower garden. She
scattered the rose petals down
the aisle in front of the entrance of the bride and her
father.
Thomas Murdock served as
best man for his brother.
Groomsmen were Monty

bald
date
and
rray,
Jaw AP

12-20-78
Adults 116
Nursery 7
Newborn Admissions
Corner, Baby Girl (Susan),
909 Pine, Benton, Morton,
Baby Boy (Janice), Rt. 5
Benton.
Dismissals
Charles R. Cope, Rt. 3,
Murray, Jason G. Beach, 1611
Kirkwood, Murray, Rebecca
Dillard, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
Jeffery C. Johnson, 204 N.
Smith Eldorado, Ark., Mrs.
Pauline Knott, Rt. 4 Bx, 136,
Murray, Mrs. Doralyn F.
Lanier, 1510 Glendale,
Murray,
Mrs.
Clarice
McDaniel, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Joy L. Maddox, Rt. 3 Bx. 347,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Nancy
Riley, 1600-B Ridgeway Dr.,
Murray, David M. Smith, Rt.
7, Mayfield, Vicki L Sninh,
1611 Farmer Ave., Murray,
Mrs. Linda E. Story and Baby
Boy, Rt.7 Bx. 19, Benton, Amy
E. Sykes, E-7 South Side
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Edna
Shipley, 310 Maple St.,
Murray, Mrs. Jewell W.
Phelps, Rt. 3 Bx. 206, Murray,
William D. Barnes, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Annie
H. Adams, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Joseph W. Hill (expired), Almo, James E.
Diuguid (expired), 803 Sharpe
St., Murray.

Either 'I Do'
Or You Don't!

Your Individual (7
Horoscope
W
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SAYINGS!

Shoes

Scarves
$300

1/2

n09-

Purses

Belts

Shoes

Reg. $10.00 to $80.00

1/2

Boots
$3000

atigi

Shaws

1/2 pa.

For Information
Regarding
EledrolySiS

Call 753-8856

,86?-044.

Boot
Jewelry
1/2 Price

SHOE
BIZZ

50% of,

Bags &
Hats
$loo
.
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Shoes

$200

Bel-Air Center
10:00-8:00'
Monday-Saturday
753-7403
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Home Owned
and
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Joe M. Parker
• and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

I.

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Prices Good Thur. Jan. 11, through Wed. Jan. 17
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Martha White

Lean Meaty
Almost Boneless
Boston Butt

T.4

Texsurierapefruit

Field Smoked

Field Sliced

Field Pro-Leaguer

Picnics

Bologna

Wieners

NAPEF

Save 124

uice 0Oz. Caa

89.

%et,

79.

$ 09

lb.

4

19
$11

Pork Roast

Savo 10'

J

,,,zesik2,111

A

•

Mackerel Taft. -

1,41.

12oz. pkg.

lb pkg.
POINIMMINNOIN=111..

Pillsbury

Lean Meaty

Instant Potatoes

Save 20.19
c

Planters

Potato Chips

Save 20'

Twin Pack

Pork Choy
•
•

79

Hyde PaItar

Pancake Syrup
S

weet Peas 17 Oz.

Pork Steak

•a6.

$1 29

Sliced Bacon

4.tt:••

lilasic

•

Beef Stew
$1 49
lb

lb

Field Worthmore

$-

ult

Sun Rise

Catfish
$1 29

For

SM.35'

Lean Boneless

Lean Meaty

lb.

•- Green Giant

First Cut

Fresh Water

Br

Savo

Center
Cuts
$1.19 lb.

•

12 oz. pkg.

8

•

Sauer Kraut

IndCoffee

$2891

1..

Save
Is

32 Oz. Jar

•

•

59c

24 OL are 28°

Sealtest

Cottage $1 19

Ott
b\riS

PRO
Lbs.

4 Lbs. $100

Fla. Ruby Red
5 Lb. lag

Fancy Red Ripe

Tomatoes

Spaghetti and
Meatballs

99c
59c

With $10.00 Order

Or More

ece,
ertA

Frosty Whip

Save 96
1 Lb. Can

$189

Crackers

Flour

Yids

•

c

111111-114111141114
serroattri

Rig.
$2.64
•Oz.
Sava 85'

7

Id Ilsdicips

•
.
• 1,4,
•

•

zejrdes,

Save 304

Rat Poison

3 OL

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

49'
3

1 Lb. Box

•

Pepsi
and

!ftfiii,\ 7 Up
0+.

4,

2 Liter
Save 30

Throw
Away
Bottle

69

5.
5.
44,
.55

I.

$129 /

affev.

•

Tide Laundry
Detergent

AP 4$*

49 Oz. Save 28

rP"

4
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P
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'
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1
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9 oz.

d-Con

Reg. $2.09

Vieks

•
•

79

39Save
Ice Cream
Save 20

Dessert Topping

$1 49

Gold Medal

Assorted Flavors
Excluding Butter Pecan
Gal.
Save 54

12 oz.

SOS Corot Savo 10'

Prairie Farm

irb

49c

• Formula41
•
• Cough Syr
!
!
60,

Merit Saltine

16

14 oz.

Tissue-..65

•

Coffee

unni,u

Pecan Pies '601.s 1"
Frosty Seas
$109
Fish Sticks
Ora-Ida Shoestring
3ac
Potatoes

Kleenex

•

kilgers

Morton

Save 14'

150z.

4

1 Lb Rox

12 Oz.
Can
Save 10'

Franco American

••

•

FOODS

Luncheon
Meat

$100

Fancy Yellow Ripe

Grapefruit

FRO

Spam

4

Bananas

11

Cheese

No. 1 Fancy Sweet

Potatoes
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•
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10 Years Ago
Murray Police Captain James M.
Brown was named as Chief of Police for
Murray at the meeting of the Murray
City Council held last night at the City
Marine Lance Corp. Andrew Nichols,
Jr., son of Mrs. Noble Bumphis of
Murray, is serving with the Supply
amitotic., a unit of the Marine Force
Lodistic Command (FLC) in Vietnam.
Airman First Class Joe D. Geurin,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Geurin of
Murray Route 3, is on duty at Udora
Royal Thai Mr Force Base, Thailand.
Bill Garland, Walls Pritchett, Mrs.
June Pritchett, and Mrs. Norma
Garland are new officers of the Dext‘
Community Center Association.
New officers of the Calloway County
Homemakers Club are Mr.a. Ray
Broach, Mrs. Alfred Taylor,'
Mrs.
Dan Billington.

Woody Hayes
It was, we think everyone will
agree, a sad way to end one of
the most brilliant coaching
careers in the history of college
football. But we also think
everyone will agree that Ohio
State University had no choice
but to fire Woody Hayes for
throwing a punch at Clemson
University player Charlie
Bauman during the Gator Bowl
game in Jacksonville, Fla.
What immediately provoked
Hayes was Bauman's interception of an Ohio State pass
in the closing minutes of the
game,foiling an OSU drive for
what could have been the winning touchdown..,
Most of Hayes' ungentlemanly conduct in recent
years exploded in similar
situations. Dedicated to the
proposition that sincerity, hard
work and attention to detail virtually guarantees victory, he
seemed unable to accept the
fact that life can be capricious
and unfair.
Yet the real cause of Hayes'
outrageous behavior, we tend
to believe, was simply too
many years in a job whose
pressures finally caught up
with him. Hayes is 65 and his
coaching career extends back
33 years, 28 of them with Ohio
State.
Hayes had a reputation for
violent outbursts in the heat of
play, as numerous sportswriters and photographers
can testify. Off the field,

however, as (3SU linebacker
Kelton Dansler said after the
Gator Bowl incident, "he was
the softest, gentlest man you
could ever meet."
That is how the admirers of
Woody Hayes will choose to
remember him,for that and for
his career record of 238 wins,
which places him fourth behind
those other great coaches,
Amos Alonzo Stagg, "Pop"
Warner and Paul Bryant.
Ohio State, and collegiate
football as a whole, have lost a
real institution. But maybe the
manner of Woody Hayes' going
will serve to remind us that
football is supposed to be a
game, with rules of sportsmanship that nobody can be
allowed to get away with
breaking.
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
cprestiorrs and solve problems — tart If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, lirrite
Heartline,114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My father is 80 years
old and he is in the hospital recovering
from a stroke. He is going to have to be
moved to a skilled nursing facility very
shortly. Would Medicare cover the cost
of an ambulance in these circumstances? — 01.
Medicare's Part "B" Medical Insurance covers 80 percent of the reasonable charges for ambulance
service only when both the following
conditions are met:
1. The ambulance service, its
equipment and personnel meet
Medicare requirements.
2. Transportation of the patient by
any other means could endanger the
patient's life.
Medical insurance will only pay the
reasonable charges for transportation
to the nearest facility. Transportation
under these conditions applies when
being transported from a hospital to a
skilled nursing facility, hospital to
hospital, or skilled nursing facility to a
person's home.
For all persons on Medicare or going
on Medicare shortly, Headline has a
very easy to understand book covering
the whole program. To order, send $1.75
to Headline's Guide to Medicare, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTIINE: I receive a Civil
Service pension. Each year I have to
pay income tax on this at the end of the
year. Is there any way that I can-have
taxes taken out monthly? — Y.O.
Yes. The Tax Reform Act of 196
authorized voluntary withholdings of
federal income tax from annuities upon.
request of the annuitant. If a sufficient
amount is withheld, you may be
relieved from filing a Declaration of
Estimated Tax, IRS Form 1040ES, and
paying the estimated tax in quartery
installments.
- Information about --voluntary
withholding from annuity payments
may be obtained by writing to the
following address: fltreau of
Retirement, Insurance, and Occupational Health, U.S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20415.

The annuitant should include his or
her full name, annuity claim number,
and date of--birtir-tif-a - Sill V iv kyr an- nuitant, also include the full name and
date of birth of the deceased person).

20 Years Ago
Inside Report

Hy Hon land E% ans and Hobert Novak

Civil Defense Snafu
WASHINGTON— The anger of White
Adherents of the anti-civil defense
House aides on reading a front-page
philosophy set about reversing the
story in the Dec. 28 New York Times
presidential decision.
One result was the Dec. 28 account
that President Carter had flipflopped
on civil defense stemmed from a
aimed at forcing the president's hand.
,conviction that the president is losing '-Getting shot down by propaganda fire
the bureaucratic and propaganda war
from their own bureaucrats is nothing
Within his own administration.
new for presidents, but Jimmy Carter
has made an art of being victimized.
The Times story clearly came from
within the administration and reflects
Front-page stories in influential
sentiment in the State Department, the
newspapers have undercut Carter and
Arms Control and Disarmament
his 'national security adviser, Zbigniew
Agency (ACDA and even the PenBrzezsinki, over U.S. policy toward the
tagon. It reported "growing skepshah of Iran — asserting, for example,
ticism" within the administration over
that the U.S. really opposes the shah.
the efficacy of civil defense. What made
These reports. far __from being
it seem preposterous was Carter's
manufactured, precisely represent
personal approval last October of
important opinions within the highPresidential Directive 41, asserting for
level bureaucracy — but not the
the first time that civil defense must be
president's.
counted as a factor in the U.S.-Soviet
The reports that Carter has suddenly
strategic balance.
done an about-face on civil defense
This new doctrine set off alarm bells
(despite last year's exhaustive
in the arms control community, where
National Security Council study
civil defense is condemned as
pointing to a vastly increased program)
provocative — an acknowledgement* infuriated not only NSC aides but also
that nuclear war is thinkable.
White House political operatives. To the
+4-4-44-40-0-0-0-144.4-4-+
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HEARTLINE: I know that a person
can retire under Social Security at a
reduced benefit. Can you explain to me
how the redUction is figured? — R.S.
The reduction for drawing your
Social Security benefits early is 5-9 of 1
per cent per month for each month
prior to your 65th birthday that you
draw a Social Security retirement
'check. When figuring your reduction on
your birthdays, at age 62, your
reduction would be 20 percent of your
age 65 benefits. At age 63 your reduction would be 13.3 percent and at age 64
Your reduction would be 6.6 percent.
If you start drawing your benefits
early at a reduced rate, you will continue to receive this reduction as long
as you draw Social Security. Your
benefits would not be increased to 100
percent at age 65.
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old and
have been drawing widow's benefits
since I was 60. These benefits were
reduced because of my age when I
applied. I have been noticing a lot in the
newspaper having to do with widow's
benefits being increased in January. I
have never remarried. Will I get an
increase in my benefits? -- H.J.
No. The new law does not affect
widows who have not remarried. It
restores benefits to widows which were
lost as a result of remarriage. Widows
who remarried between age 60 and 65
and who lost part of their benefits will
get the part they lost added back to
their benefits.
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To even start to enumerate the great-number of blacksmiths in
the county would be an exhausting effort, nonetheless to omit them
would be an infringement upon the historical records. Every
community from Harris Grove to Newburg were proud of their
smithies, for it was here that cast iron was shaped into wagon tires,
single and double-trees, axles, or any other object within the imagination and needs of man, including weather vanes and lightning
rods. Even the earliest wagon frames were forged into shape by
the brawny arms of the early blacksmiths, in addition to plows and
plowpoints, crude as they may appear to a modern day observer.
They proved to be dependable tools in the carving out of the county's
destiny. The broadaxe of the tiehack was forged into shape by
forebears with wooden handles whittled from smooth-gain hickory.
Recollections do not include the chestnut tree where the mighty
smithy stood, but many a low shed housed the bellows and the
brawn of the early people.
Primitive furniture of old days were primarly the handiwork
of farm folks, beds that held feather mattresses filled with the
down of geese, ducks and hens, not to overlook the wheat straw
mattresses equally prevalent to the feathers of the more affluent
homesteaders. The straight-back chair was a common denominator
of every household that varied in the simplest construction to the
most complicated twisting of soaking-wet hickory limbs shaped
into ornate symmetric designs. Even checkerboards would be inlaid in polished solid walnut. All of which would be prized possessions in today's antique market, however long ago these items
vanished from the scene. Although it is easily recalled the days
when a chairmaker would peddle his wares on the court square,
the last of these craftsmen departed when Mr. Farris of Brown's
Grove submitted to Father Time in the 30's of this century.
With the advent of Portland Cement the birth of another
industry indigenous in part to the county- was the' making of concrete blocks from which foundations, walls, and outbuildings were
constructed. The more extensive was the George Overby Qmicrete
Plant located on Clark's River in Overby Park, a half mile south of
Rattling Bridge on the Old New Concord Road. Sand was sifted
from the expansive gravel bed, near the Little Mill swimming hole.
After screening the gavel, heavier pebbles were used as base for
construction of sewer pipe, well tile, road tile, and the blocks. Two
to four laborers would work at the open shed plant, shaping, watering, tooling the products in 2 magnificent grove of towering oak
trees where mayapples flourished. In addition, the grove was used
as a picnic grounds for church congregations and. basket dinner
celebrants, a veritable haven for young to play, yell, swing in alloying the great outdoors in all its natural beauty. Subsequently, the
road leading to the park became a dumping ground where' Murray
citizens used to litter its discards. Too, the towering oaks were
leveled and that which was a beautiful yesterday became an obnoxious resting place for man's total destruction of his most cherished
memories.
To Be Continued

former, the leaks were a gambit to hem
in Carter bordering on "disinformation"; to the latter, they made
Carter look like the shifting tides — in
one day, out the next.
Carter himself, moreover, has played.
into the hands of critics of civil defense
by his own public ambivalence. Many
newspaper editorials attacked-him last
fall for approving PD 41 and its
prospective seven-year costs of almost
$2 billion. Instead of meeting his critics
head-on, he flinched, telling his Nov. 30
press conference that "reports about a
$2 billion civil defense. program have
been completely erroneous." .
Yet, only two weeks earlier, White
House press secretary Jody Powell
outlined to newsmen how civil defense
spending, now $96.5 million a year,
could just about double "over five
years." The proposed spending implicit
in PD 41 would reach an annual $375
million after five years — an accumulated $2 billion over seven years.
The ''$2 billion civil defense
program" discossed in the press,
followed by editorial attacks on Carter's new doctrine making civil defense
part of the strategicav balance,
frightened the president. Internal
opponents, at ACDA and at State,
quickly moved in to ridicule the whole
idea of civil defense. Shunted aside was
------the-eeftera÷--frtetliVeree---kgrrtrrsestimate that Moscow spends nearly $2
billion every year on plans to evacuate
population and other life-saving
measures in case of nuclear war.
The new budget, all but ready for
wrapping, falls far short of the $140
million civil defense spending
originally expected to be approved by
Carter. Instead, it is around $110
million — only marginally higher than
today's spending rate when inflation is
factored in.
Such sudden changes by the U.S.
government help 'explain why foreign
allies wonder how much they can count
on presidential commitments and
whether presidential policies are firmly
rooted in the bureaucracies entrusted
with carrying them out. The on-again,
off-again civil defense non-program is
also making problems for Carter on
Capitol Hill.
Sen. William Proxmire, chairman of
a special civil defense subcommittee of
his Senate Banking Committee, is
planning new civil defense hearings to
try and learn who is in charge: the high
officials responsible for Carter's
signature on PD 41 or the anti-civil
defense bureaucrats."We are confused
by all the conflicting signals," Proxmire, no friend of such spending, told
us. "It looked like there was certainly
going to be a new program. Now it
seems that the skeptics have won their
fight against it."
Such shifting of White House tides
under bureaucratic pounding and
presidential indecision made it impossible to prejudge Carters surprising
conclusions on the B-1 bomber, the
neutron warhead, the MX missile and
many other questions bearing heavily
on the U.S. strategic position. Now it is
the turn of civil defense. Yesterday,
civil defense seemed to have been
marked for an illustrious career under
Jimmy Carter; today it looks like just
another orphan.,

Bible Thought
Father, I have sinned against heaven
and in thy sight, and am no more
worthy to be railed thy son. — Luke15: 21.
To see the sinfulness of sin is always a
problem. We call it fun, and expect it to
bring us happiness God the Father
waits for us to come home

Dr. John Quertermous has been
named as Medical Chief of Staff for 1959
at the Murray Hospital. Dr. John Lacy
Hopson is vice chief of staff and Dr.
Hugh Houston is secretary-treasurer.
The General Tire and Rubber
Company of Akron, Ohio, announced
today it will build a nine million dollar
tire factory,eventually to employ about
1,000 persons, at Mayfield.
Gerald Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Othel Paschall of Hazel Route 1, has
been discharged from the Armed
Services at Fort Dix, N. J. He has been
stationed with the 30th Artillery Battalion in Dauchu, Germany.
Harvey Fn1i4, Farm Repritsentative
of the Peoples Bank, has been app(inted County Agricultural chairman
of Calloway County for the Kentucky
Bankers Association.
Senator George E. Overbey,
Representative Owen Billington, and
State Education Board Member Guy
Billington spoke at the meeting ,of the
Murray Faculty Club at Murray High
School.

30 Years Ago
The body of S-Sgt. Codie Campbell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Campbell,
Murray Route 3, who was killed in
action In Luzon on March.13, 1945, will
arrive here for funeral and burial
services next week.
Yesterday Murray and Calloway
County enjoyed spring weather as the
mercury soared to 76 degrees.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Celia
Atkins, 76, and Walter G. Lassiter, 71.
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, president of
the Calloway County Homemakers
Organization, was named as county
delegate to the Farm and Home Conference at the University of Kentucky
for the week of Jan. 24 by the Calloway
Advisory Council on Jan. 6.
Hargis fiftroTT-points as top scorer
for the Murray High School Tigers, but
the Tigers lost to Barret High from
Henderson 46 to 31 in a basketball game
here. Other Murray players were
Hackett,
Miller,
Alexander,
Thomasson, Jeffrey, Cathey, Shroat,
Stewart, and Blankenship.

Letter To The Editor
Wants Info
Dear Editor:
I am trying to obtain information
about the following brothers.
George W. Mangram (born 1.847) whb
was raised by the Brandon family.
Also, James (born 1851) and PinkneY
Mangram (born 1856) who were raised
by the Jackson family.
My great great grandfather, Wesley
Mangham (born 1834) was their older
brother. He was farming in the Shiloh
area.
Any information or assistance will he
most sincerely appreciated.
Timothy Mangham
3237 Charters Ct.
Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only . those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who db not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular • issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page td
a reader feels that the issueme Is.
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
-topic might be.
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now Removal...

highway crews would go to work
if it snowed.
Priorities for snow and ice removal
on state-maintained roads are based
generally on how heavily traveled the
roads are. Hopson said priority is given
. to county roads m much the same

•

•
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Potts said.
Second priority roads, Kentucky
highways 94 and 121 here, are roads
that serve as major connector routes.
Third priority roads are the ones that
handle a low volume of traffic and
conned priority one and two roads.

nteiher.
According to a map providectAhown
on this page by Potts, the top priority
road in this county is U.S. 641 running
north-south. "Should it snow tonight we
would leave our third priority roads and
go back to our first priority road,"

p .
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STATE SNOW REMOVAL PRIORITIES—This map, provided by Kentucky Department of Transportation, shows
priorities for snow and ice reirval on state-mallitained roads in Calloway County. U.S. 641 has first priority, followed by
highways 94 and 121. All other roads marked by a single line are third priority roads. This map does not include county
priority roads which are under different, yet similar, system. Murray city streets are also not included.

!Washington Tinens Out To Help
.Playboy Celebrate Anniversary
*By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
fS.:Washington,
Playboy
:;;;Philosophy in high gear, and
the way the news establish•••,,:ment hung on every word it
••
•
,might have been the President
.
2.7-epf the United States talking.
"We try to put into the
magazine package an intellectua1 interest and an
.1..:
.
:
:erotic interest, which-la- the
1:::•:way we are as people," he
ys.
Pens fly across notepads.
"The 'planet is getting too
small for nationalism."
Tape recorders catch every

syllable.
"The whole idea of a free
society is that the society and
staxe:are- only there to
serve people."
Notebook pages flip.
Hefner, the originator and
grand panjandrum of Playboy
Magazine, had come to
Washington Tuesday to
promote the magazine's 25th
anniversary.
The tratment he got could
have been thVbavy of any
visitring head of state.
Event One: Luncheon
speech at the prestigious
National Press Club, grilled
by the country's toughest
press corps.

Question: "When you curl
up in bed, what magazines do
you read?"
Het: When I curl up In bed,
I don't read magazines."
Question: "If men worked
as waiters in a Playboy Club,
what would they be called?"
Hef: -Waiters, probably."
Question: "What are your
measurements?"
Hef stutters: "I don't
•
know."
Event Ts: Art Intimate
gathering for a select group of
reporters in his palatial hotel
suite.
A proud introduction -01
daughter Christie, a bright,
pretty 25-year-old. "She is

Clitk
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FREE!
The Clinic Pharmacy
Again brings to you, our snow-bound patrons, Hi. FREE

SNOWMOBILE DELIVERY SERVICE!
the

SNOWMOBILE

from bringing your prescriptions directly to your door,
quickly and efficiently and, at no extra charge to you. Apparently. we are all unable to fight the snows forever, so join
the many others who have turned themselves Over to us
and the
•.
°
e'en

/earning the business. There is
no generation gap between my
children and myself. It is
e_markakle, conwislering she
Is female, that we have
similar values."
Hefner says his 72 percent of
the stock in the Playboy
empire of nightclubs, hotels
and casinos might some day
be split among Christie, her
brother David and the
Playboy Foundation.
"It's conceivable.a woman
could be running Playboy." he
says, lighting that trademark
pipe.
Event Three: 650 invited to
a reception-at the press club.
A thousand appear. Bunnies
pour champagne. Hefner lets
the party jell for an hour, then
volko-in-with Christie at one
side and Candy Loving at the
other.
Candy Loving, 22, has a
pretty face and a lovely smile
With clothes on, reporters
don't seem to recognize her as
the Playmate of the Year.
Photographers do. They ask
publisher and playmate to
pose. Hefner and Candy clink
champagne glasses. Christie,
unrecognized, walks away.
Hefner poses with Sen.
Charles Percy — -one of the
few Republicans we ever
supported" — and Democratic
Rep. Abner Mikva, both from
Illinois. They are listed on the
invitation as the reception's
sponsors.
Hefner, introduced as the
Mao Tse-tung of the Sexual
Revolution and as the man
who put staples in the navels
of naked ladies, appears
uncomfortable with the attention. The elbow-to-elbow
reporters, used to prime
ministers, premiers and even
a prince or two,seem awed.
In a quiet conversation.
Hefner says he's still a simple
soul who likes to drink Pepsi
Cola and play games.
He allows that originally he
wanted to call his magazine
'Stag Party."
He's glad he didn't, because
"it's a little difficult to
imagine bunnies all over the
country with antlers on their
heads."

SNOWMOBILE!
DON'T FORGET ABOUT OUR 15%
ALL-INCLUSIVE MEDICARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Phone your prescriptions in ahead and they will he ready
when you arrive at our counter or our Drive-in Window!
"Have Your Prescription Filled Whore You Can Always Depend On
Prompt Courtecrus Service."

Clinic Pharmacy
5th and Walnut Streets Telephone 7,53-8302

Retrial Ordered
In Murder Case
INDEPENDENCE, Ky
(AP) — Kenton Circuit Judge
Melvi,Stubbs has called for a
jury panel to retry, beginning
January 23, charges filed
against Myron Gleberman.
Gleberman is charged withh
murder in connection with the
deaths. of his wife and her
mother.
•
The two women were found
beaten
and
stranglea
November 24, -1975 in the
Gleberman's Fort Wright
home.
An earlier Nat .endeol--is. a
mistrial being declared by
special
Judge
Douglas
Stephens.

Bush's Chili Hot

<Pc,

Ore Ida
Hash Brown

'713,1--••

Hazel

These Items On Display
Only Throughout The Store

Beans

,/%7 POTATOES

15 oz

3/88'

15 oz

3/88'

Bush's Great Northern

Beans
isti5 Bea6

(

C

Bush Kidney

Beans

15 3/99`
oz-

_

Sunshine Hi Ho

Crackers_
Crackers
Beef Stew

on

e

to oz.

Sunshine Cheezif

Scot farm

16 oz

Dinty Moore

BISCUITS

1501

79'
79'

1

Kraft 1000 Island

Dressing

16 oz

Kraft Catalina

Dressing

16 oz

99'
sio9

Coronet Paper
'11

Towels

1 roll

58'

Hilton Clam

Chowder

Limit 5 Please

FRESH CRISP
_PRODUCE
Carrots
3/99'
Cabbage
19'
3 Lb. Bag Apples

OZ

2/89c

SAVE
40°
White

lib

lb

Red Delicious
Jonathan
Golden
Winesop

10

POTATOES
10 Lb Bag

99

Size 36
White or Red

Grapefruit
Dole
Bananas
COUPON

5 for S1°°

3 lbs

)

5100

COUPON 09584700

COUPON 09384200

Limit 1 Per Family
Nabisco Premium

Limit I Per Family

Limit I Per Family

Betty Crocker

Betty Crocker

Cracker

Potato Buds

I 1.b Box

484 '

Good Ooly Al ilwoy's
Expires I •16- 7t

25 ,,,

$129
O

Aood Omit Al Stern 1
lapin 14'-?'

Hamburger
Hel er

'.,.
701

2 $1"
_

Rood NIT Al Starrfi
Expires 1 16 79

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

.

Diet
Imperial

2 8 oz tubs59
4

Geed Out, Al bereft
Expires 1-16-79 ,

1
1

I'S

79
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ore PurchasingPower Here
ctompare OurLow SheffPrices
PRICES GOOD
JAN. 10 T111111
JAN. 16
Shortening

Charmin

Crisco

Tissue

3 lb

Ivory Dishwashing

4 roll

89'

Folgers Instant

Liquid

$399
00z

Coffee

32 oz

Maxwell House

Miracle Whip

Coffee

Margarine

Gerber

Parkay

1 lb

bog
lib

1 SA 1(E:cs,1,20

Everfresh Glazed

Doughnuts
8,rdey.
Cool Whip

PEPSI COLA

S21

doz

79'

9 oz

65'

Totino's Twin Pak

$199

Pizza

Baby Food

59'

?in Our Frozen Food
.
Secti.
cL>n

8 Bottle Carton

Kraft Qt.

>

4°z.

19'

Snow Crop Orange

Juice

12 oz

99'

20 oz

89'

•

g.tAVE30°Ill
SAVEsr"Lb (
If

Whole Fresh
Boston Butt

U S D A. Choice

T-BONE
STEAK

PORK

'Plus Deposit

Queen Of Scot

Broccoli Cuts

Limit Per Person With S7.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

FLicArrEssEN

ROAST

-‘---

C7
4e.

P

$1119

9
9

Plate Lunch

tyr

7Bc

1 Meat
2 Veg.
Choice Of Bread

SAVE60°Lb. SAVE20°Lb.)
USDA Choice

Campfire
"
lb Si

Legs Thighs
or

"
lb $1

Breasts

lb $19

Family Pock Lb

6eW 0415 Al WWI '
Expire 1-16-79

12 oz. pkg.

Blue Bonnet

79c

oz $1"

Corn Dogs
Sausage
(5 Lb Sog)

Armour Chicken Fried

19

Franks

'159
Loaf69'
3/89'

Bryan Pampered Pork

Pernell Pride Chicken

COUPON
Ltnitt 1 Per Family
Caress

gliffettinflAIS

32 cc:

Happy Home

Pernell Pride Chicken

31
$1

8

Pkg.

Apple Pies
Lb.
French Bread
US.Gov't Food Stamps Creme Horns

Pork Steak

Oath SJI•

Lb.

Lb.

Family Pack

Steak

GRAPE
JELLY

KNII"4AL

1479
We Awe

Scot Lad

erur.
BniC

STEAK

III

89`
$29.1

•.

SIRLOIN

8

Sandwich
Baked Ham

Catfish Steaks

lb $1
"

1611F614'1

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

AN
Detergent

Dishwasher
All

Ufebouy
Sea

134 oi

$229

Good Oily At Stenty's
Expires 1-16-79

35 oz

si09

Geed 084 Al
Expires 1-16-79

Both Ur,

3/1°9

6sed Oitly Al %refs
Expires 1-16-79

0

LIQUID

Lb.

r

Dove
Dishwashing

Last Week's
Name

Elizabeth Watson
Card Not Punched

Sorts
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Pass Or Fat ... Racers Look For Victory In Louisiana Tech Test
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
RUSTON, La. - Without
question, tonight's game with
Louisiana Tech will be a test
for Murray State - the last
chance to salvage something
from the dismal pre-league
schedule before its Ohio
Valley Conference season
begins Saturday at Morehead.
And when Murray takes the
floor for the 7:30 p.m. ((ST)
clash at Memorial Gymnasium, it will meet a Bulldog
squad hungry for revenge
after losing 73-67 to Northeast
Louisiaha in overtime Monday
night.
That Northeast Louisiana
team is the only common
opponent for the two squads.
Murray lost 67-57 to it Dec. 21,
and Louisiana Tech,despite 31
points from center Victor
King, fell to the visitors and
dropped to 6-3 on the year.
6-9 senior,
King, a
spearheads a Bulldog team
that is 4-1 at home and has

mark held by L V.
academically season, has played only 46 shy of the
outscored its opponents by declared
ail-flme leader is
The
Norris.
minutes and has yet to score a
over seven points a game. ineligible for this semester.
(2,340), who now
Greene
Mike
point.
Louisiana Tech Coach J. D.
That left the two spots open
NBA's San
the
for
plays
King
The Bulldogs' talented
Barnett, too, is attempting to for any of five Racer guards.
franchise.
Antonio
8.2
points-and
24.7
averaging
is
5-11
a
personal
Lowry,
a
record. David
reverse
The Bulldogs opened their
Last Amon, his first as sophomore from Henderson, rebounds to lead his team in
three straight
Bulldog head coach, earned started most of the games both departments. He was all- season with
before dropvictories
home
last
Conference
the mark of the worst season opposite Taylor and will likely Southland
an 84-68 decision at
- six victOries in 27 games- start tonight. The other slot, season despite missing seven- ping
Oklahoma. They also own
however, is not so predictable. games due to an injured
in the school's history.
Centenary (twice)
Freshman Tom Adams elbow. During his absence, wins over
Murray State begins its
State.
Texas
North
and
the
of
six
lost
Tech
Louisiana
attempt to reverse the 1978 started once and is next in
The game will be the first
half of this season, in which it -- previous playing time. But seven games.
King is fifth on the all-time between the Racers and
earned victories in only 2-of-12 Tom Leffler, a 6-4 senior who
(enrollment,
games, including six losses to is actually a forward, started Tech scoring list with 1,610 Louisiana Tech
9,000). The Bulldogs will visit
ceralmost
will
but
points,
in
guard
at
season.
games
two
last
the
the
open
Arena for a return
-This is obviously our last 1978 and scored in double tainly move up to third after the Sports
match Feb. L.
chance to see if we know how figures on each occasion. So tonight. He is only nine points
to win before the league esentially, Greene went with a
starts," said Racer Coach Ron one-guard offense.
•
transfer
Junior-college
Greene. "We'd better know
Murray State-Leulslasia Tech
Probable Starters
'
Harvey McNeal was a high,
how by then."
7:30 p.m., Ruston, Louisiana
The biggest question mark
prospect for a starting spot
La. Tech (6-3)
heading into tonight will be at before a preseason knee inht cl avg
ht ,r1 avg
Murray 2-10 I
the guard spot, a position jury that required surgery.
6-7 jr 6.0
Joe Ivory
6-6 jr 12.5
Keith Oglesby
vacated by the departing of His mobility has been limited
6-5 fr 8.9
Johnny Farrell
6-6 jr 5.8
Allen Mann
Roy Taylor in late December. since and he has consequently
24.7
6-9
Victor King
64 Sr 11.8
John Randall
The 6-5 senior, who led the seen little playing time. Bobo
6-0 so 15.1
Dave Simmons
5-11 so 4.3
David Lowry
Emerson Wafer 6-1 ft 6.7
team in scoring with a 13.9 Jackson, a 6-1 senior ,who saw
Tom Leffler
84 sr 4.6
points-a-game average, was a good deal bf action last

'Pretty Important.'
Connors Says He Won't Adhere To New Grand Prix Rules
By the Associated Press
---- NEW YORK - Jimmy
Connors, the world's topranked tennis player, rejected
the new Grand Prix rules
Tuesday and vowed to pass up
the 93-tournament schedule
for 1979, including Wimbledon,
.-. The Murray High basketball team, off to a 5-1 stall, has yet to play a game in January
the U.S. Open and other
Daniel
Bobby
(34)
and
Gteglatto
(55.
Kursaitt
Jeff
Above,
because of inclement weather.
traditional events.
are
Tigers
The
a loose ball in a victory over Ballard Memorial in December.
"A few others feel the Mile
Staff
photo
scheduled to face Mayfield Friday.
way I do - pretty important
:•
players, I would say," the
game's volatile firebrand said
at a news conference at
Madison Square Garden,
setting off the $400,000 Grand
Prix Masters.
Without specifying, Connors
intimated he was talking
about Wimbledon champion
Rockets beat the Kansas City
, By the Associated Press
Nuggets 121, Bullets 90
Bjorn Borg, Guillermo Vilas,
It took awhile, but the Kings 126-110.
Denver scored the first Davis Cup star John McEnroe
Johnny Davis scored 25 seven points and never and a handful of others, who
:Indiana Pacers have finally
points on 10-for-15 shooting trailed, leading Washington dominate the men's game.
• tamed the wild, wild West.
Indiana won on the road and Mike Bantom added 21 on by as many as 40 points en
Masters
current
The
t.sigainst a Pacific Division club 9-for12 shooting as the Pacers route to its third straight Tournament, which is not
'for the first time in.. team posted their fourth victory in victory. David Thompson immediately affected since it
night, the last five gaiiies.
Tuesday
-.history
scored 16 of his game-high 22 is the climax of the 1978
-journeying to Portland and _ . Indiana_scorecL siv etraigbi
• q.-in-tba--Lirst-tialf„when_ Tampfrrigit, wilt gc., urnIra—
-coming away with a 112-104 points to take lead for good at the Nuggets connected on 57 scheduled in the Garden's Felt
victory over the Trail Blazers. 89-85 with 8:18 remaining. percent of their shots.
Forum, starting Wednesday.
The Pacers had lost 25 Sobers' late scoring kept them
Spurs 116, Pistons 114
C,onnors, seeded No.1, is
:tonsecutive road games to on top.
George Gervin scored 32 favored to retain his title
The Blazers, who have lost points and Larry Kenon had 29 against seven rivals.
:Pacific Division teams in their
_three years in the National four of their last five games, for San Antonio.
The event is a round robin,
lost guard Lionel Hollins, who
;Basketball Association.
Dick Vitale split into two divisions of four
Coach
Detroit
"Usually when we come in sprained his right ankle early
called for a technical foul men, the survivors qualifying
*.here we're blown out by in the game. Backcourtmate was
one second to go when he for the $100,000 first prize .
with
jaalftime," said Pacers guard Dave Twardzik led Portland
Sunday afternoon. Connors
onto the court.
rushed
of
12
with 23 points.
:Ricky Sobers, who scored
alley- opens against Harold Solomon
an
tried
Pistons
The
Portland outscored Indiana
Itis 20 points in the fourth
scored what and plays McEnroe, the 19:Quarter. "It's very gratifying 23-2 from the free throw line in oop play and
of
sensation
the tying year-old
be
to
appeared
to win out here, especially the first half and 42-20 for the
but it America's Davis Cup victory
buzzer,
the
at
basket
because Portland has one of game, but the Pacers had a 46was disallowed because of over Britain, in his second
the best home records (16-5) 31 edge in field goals.
goaltending by match Thursday evening.
offensive
Lakers 106, Knicks 94
and because this is the first
Connors originally declined
Tyler.
Terry
fourgame
Kareem
game on our
Abdul-Jabbar,
wearing No. 50 instead of his
swing."
In other NBA games usual No. 33 because his
-1'uesday night, the Los mother _forgot to return his
;Angeles Lakers beat the New jersey after doing the laundry,
york Knicks 106-94, the hit 12 of 15 shots and scored 28
Denver Nuggets clobbered the points as the Lakers easily
Washington Bullets 121-90, the beat the Knicks and climbed
San Antonio Spurs edged the within onehalf game of Seattle
Detroit Pistons 116-114, the and Phoenix in the Pacific
San Diego Clippers defeated , Division. Abdul-Jabbar scored
the New Orleans Jazz 114-17,' 20 of his points in the second
the Golden State Warriors half, when the Lakers moved
trimmed the Chicago Bulls in front by as many as 20.
103-101 and the Houston

to play in the Masters. He,
Borg and Vilas all asked
advance bonus money, which
was refused. Connors finally
yielded, saying, "I thought it
would be good for tennis - I
didn't want to discourage
Colgate as a sponsor."
Colgate is the prime
bankroller of the $11-million
tour. Borg, the young Swede
who has won three consecutive Wirnbledons, and

Pacers Go West, Return
With Streak-EndimiWin

"If the IRS
calls you in,
well go
with you.
No extra charge'

It was this virtual boycott of
the Grand Prix's blue ribbon
finale that provoked tennis'
ruling Pro Council to announce new standards for 1979
which would compel all

in
players to sign up for the Championships
Grand Prix in advance and Philadelphia which regularly
agree to play in a minimum of draws the topranked -comsix tournaments designated petitors.
The Council is made up of
by the Council.
three representatives each
The first tournament af- from the Association of Tennis
tournament
fected would be the Grand Professionals,
Prix in Birmingham, Ala., directors nd the Internext week. Connors is com- national ynnis Federation.
mitted there. Then the Briner, xecutive director of
P, heads the policyfollowing week comes the the
ing body.
important U.S. Pro Indoor

Need Cash?
We all need cash and especially this time
of year.
However, next year or even 10 years from
now we could have that needed cash if we saved
our money.
So, why not consider opening a savings
account at Home Federal.

*Certificates of Deposit
Term

Annual Rate

8-10 years
6-7 years
4 years
2i2 years
1-2 years

H•nry W. Bloci.

Vilas, the moody Argentinian
who won. 50 consecutive
matches in 1977, preferred to
stay out as did Vitas
Geralaitis, anbther of the
world's Top Four.

Golden Eggle Ppssbook
90-Day Notice

Net Annual Yield

8.00% 8.33%
7.75% 8.06%
7.50% 7.79%
6.75% 6.98%
6.50% 6.72%

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

Anna Roe

5.75°0

Net Annual heid

5.92%

SIO0 minimum dep.

Regular Passbook
Day in-Day out
Annual Rate

Net Annual Yield

25%
5.39 0,0
minimum
dep.
s) 00

5.
•Substsstial interest penalty required on early withdrawal from CD s

When we prepare your return, we stand
behind our work: So if the IRS should call
you in, H&R Block will go along with you at
no charge Not as your legal representative,
but to answer any questions about how your
taxes were prepared. That's another reason why we should do your taxes whichever form you use, short or long

All savings accounts are COMPOUNDED DAILY
"The place

where thousands are sang

"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

HIM BLOCK

, PADUCAH,KY,t

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia Street -

753-9204

Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat
No Appointment Necessary(Appts. Available)

Jimmy Connola
-,- shown :Amer Ourhigligmbledoti Iasi —
year, has vowed to pass up the Grand Prix schedule this
year, which includes the U.S. Open and Wimbledon.
Associated Press

Paducah locations plus -an offic;in Murray and La Center.'1

Muhammad
Ali, now
wearing the heavyweight
boxing crown for an unprecedented third time, will
be at Murray State University
for a speaking engagement
Jan. 24.

up of
each
ennis
ent
Interration.
r of
policy-

To begin at 8 p.m. in the
Sports Arena, his present
ation
will mark the first time in
several years he has appeared
as a speaker at a college or
university and is the first of
six such appearances booked

for 1979.
The program is sponsored
by the Student Activities
Board of the Student
Government Association.
A native of Louisville, All
begin fighting as Cassius Clay

By the Associated Press
season
opener
against receiving with 56 catches and,
NEW YORK — Running
Atlanta, he raced 73 yards for with 1,001 yards, was one
of
back Earl Campbell, whose
a touchdown and finished the only four NFL receivers
to
league-leading 1,450 yards led
game with 137 yards. The 5- surpass 1,000 yards.
the Houston Oilers into the
foot-11, 225-pound native of
Williams, a 6-4, 215-pound
National Football League
Tyler, Texas, had six other native of Baton Rouge, La.,
playoffs, tras named The games
of more than 100 yards and a Grambling graduate,
Associated Press Offensive
rushing and wound up the won the Buccaneers' startin
g
Rookie of the year today by an
league leader despite sitting job early in the season.
overwhelming margin.
out one entire game with a Despite missing five games
The Heisman Trophy
pulled hamstring muscle and with a broken jaw he was
winner from the University of
missing three-quarters of instrumental in guiding the
Texas received 821,2 of the 84
another with a broken rib.
Bucs to respectability.
ballots cast by a panel of
Jefferson, a bespectacled
Campbell's multiple ability
sports writers and broadspeedster from Arizona State, — a magnificent combination
casters, three from each NFL
tied Campbell for second of brute force and breakaway
city. John Jefferson, a wide
place in NFL scoring by non- speed — forced defenses to
receiver with the San Diego kicker
s with 13 touchdowns, key on him. That opened up
Chargers, received one vote. all receivi
ng. The 6-1, 185- the Oilers' passing game. And
The other one-half vote went
pound native of Dallas was that in turn helped Houston to
to Tampa Bay Buccaneers
fifth in American Conference reach the playoffs.
quarterback Doug Williams.
Campbell's 1,450 yards
surpassed the single-season
rookie record of 1,162 set by
San Diego's Don Woods in 1974
By the Associated Press
currently holding its annual
and brete_the
Oiler - WASHINGTON
(Fans convention in San Francisco,
rushing mark of 1,194 yards by favor a
playoff for the national has been presented with a
Hoyle Granger in 1967. His 302 colleg
iate football cham- proposal for football playoffs.
carries and 13 rushing touch- pionsh
ip by roughly a 5-to-2
The voting in The Star was
downs also established club margin
, according to a poll also one-sided in favor of
records.
taken by The Washington Alabama as this year's
Campbell also became the Star.
mythical national champion,
first rookie to win the NFL
The newspaper's survey the readers giving the
rushing title since Jim Brown revealed today an over- Crimson Tide
the edge over
did it in 1957 and carne within whelming vote of 536 to 193 Southern Cal,
495 to 201.
one of tying Gale Sayers' from readers in favor of a
The Star's poll ballot ran
record of 14 rushing TDs by a
playoff system to decide the one day in the sports section
rookie.
national champion.
recently after Alabama was
The third time he touched
The National Collegiate voted the national" champion
the ball as a pro, in Houston's Athletic
Association, in The Associated Press poll.

Boys Top 15
LEXINGTON, Ky (API — Here are
the top 15 rated teams in Kentucky high
school basketball, with first-place votes in
parentheses, records and Ada] points.
Records are through Monday
Lafayette aio)
2 Lou Ballard
I. Warren East
Chrtiltian
5. Mayfteld
UM Were
7. Stalk CO
I. Les Wiry Clay
II. Lin
I.
Ilie2110 Ca
11. °widows
12. linpullle
13. Lei'run Stance
14. MU
O. Taylor Co

College Basketball
EAST
Boston U. 81, Northeeutern 60
Connecticut IS, Rutgers 67, OT
DePaul
Providence 75
Fairfield 90, New Hampshire 70
Holy Cross IS, Harvard 73
Rider 72, Gettysburg SS
St. John's, N.Y. 75, Baltimore 52
Yale 91, Colgate 72
SOUTH
Finnan IL, Tn.--Cliktianoop *—
George Washington IS. Loyola,'Md.
Memphis St. 101, Heidelberg 75
1111TDRYST
Cent. fillarouri 32, Mo.-Kanaas Gay U
&ripens 16, Benedictine 74
Indiana St. U, N. Canner Alt? 114
Lawrence 79, NW 111161Rella
Marquette 114. SW Laidsiana 11
St Francis, Ind. El, Marian SS
SOUTHWEST
Texas-Arlington U, Texas Wesleyan 73

Wood heat-dependable, economical, cozy.
Keeps you warm regardless of power failures,
gas shortages and oil
em bargoes.
Model 118 - Scandanavian
styling - Burns 24" wood up to
12 boors. Heats 3 to 5 average
rooms. We can install this for
you in almost any location!
Call 759-4978. Ask about our
free delivery policy:

Sale
$199.95
Complete Stove Shop

111 N. 7th Between Main & Olive

and ruse to prapaaases #3.the
1960 Olympic Gittilea k Roane
when he won the gold medal in
heavyweight
the
light
Less than four years later,
on Feb. 25, 1964, the brash
young boxer who had converted to the Islamic faith and
adopted a new name won the
heavyweight - championship
with a seventh round technical
knockout of Sonny Liston in
Miami Beach.
All became the center for a
storm of bitter controversy
when he refused induction into
the Army in 1967 after
receiving a draff notice. He
was stripped of his title and
convicted of draft evasion,
setting up a lengthy appeal
profess in an effort to overturn a 810,000 fine and sentence of five years in prison.
Four years passed before

This is. . . savings at Begley's

EFFERVESCENT PAIN RELIEVER Et
ANTACID
PACKAGE OF 25

NBA Standings
%stimuli Basketball Amorist:ion
AS A Gars*
By The asimaristed Press
ineless Co
Affront Oblige
..W
L
Pet.
✓ 13
/75
21 13
APO
New Juisy
It II
.314
New York
a 23 .471
U
.311
Celine Didden
is kiwi*
X
SIG
22 17
164
- Alatia
X 21
418
Cleveland
17 22
06
New Orleans
13 29
.310
Detroit
12 22
.300
Woolen Ceelerenee
lahrest Midas
LIM Cllg
23 IS .018
Dime'
21 20
.111
IMMIKM•
18 U
Oise
III 34
.455
Imam
l5 26
SN
Part& Divials•
Seattle
24 14
TS la
.111
Lou Angeles
23 lit
.810
Golden State
23 19
137
PirtiamI
15
1
.014
San Diego
X U
Tetedey's Gansu
Los Angeles let, New York 94
San Antonio 116, Detroit 114
San Diego 114, New Orleans 107
Golden State 1413, Chicago 101
Hesston 135 Kansas CU,110
Denver 131. Weelingtat U
[ethane ILI, Portland 1114
Weebeedey's Games
Lou Angeles et Boone
Chicago at New Jeraey
New Odoses at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Indiana at Seattle
Tkorstlay•• Games
Portland at Detroit
San Diego at Sao Antonio
Galileo State at Kansas City
Seattle at Phoenix

Diplomate, American Board
Of Ophthalmology

All won a reversal of his
draft
evasion conviction by an 8-0
vote of the U.S. Supreme
Court on June 29, W71. He
regained the title with an
eighth round knockout of
George Foreman in Zaire on
Oct. 30, 1974.
His first loss of the championship in the ring was a split
decision to Leon Spinks in Las
Vegas on Feb. 15, 1978.
Exactly seven months later he
avenged that setback by
winning the title a record third
time with a 15-round decision
in a rematch with Spinks.
Tickets to hear All will be $2
for students and 83 for general
admission. Advanced sales
outlets will include the Student
('enter and several area offcampus locations yet to be
announced. Tickets will also
be on sale at the door the
evening of Jan.24.

PUFFS
PRINTS
DECORATED
F ArIAL TISSUE

1°5° *
IIGOOd

GOOD
NEWS
RAZOR

WORTHALL
VAPORIZER

WORTHALL
HUMIDIRER

• 1.2 GALLON.
,,„/
• 10 HOURS
VAPORIZATION.
• 2 YEAR GUARANTEE.
• INSTANTANEOUS
OPERATION.
SAFETY SLOTS
PREVENT OVERBOILING.
AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF.

6.33•
•

• 12 GALLON.
• 10 -12 HOURS
HUMIDIFICATION.
• LIFETIME LUBRICATED
*MOTOR.
• QUIET OPERATION.
• SUPERFINE MIST
NO FALLOUT.

Announces Relocation

Of Offices To
The Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
Second Floor - Suite 201
For The Practice Of
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat

10 "BEST SELLING" STYLES TO CHOO
SE FROM

HIGH POTENCY
MULTI VITAMIN
MULTI MINERAL
FORMULA
At PACKAGE
OF 100
WITH 30 FREE

Cantrum

Store Hours
1-9
Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 12-7
Central Shopping
Center

SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE
ON YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION

GENERIC DRUGS ARE ANOTHER WAY THAT
BEGLEY'S CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
HOW MUCH DEPENDS ON THE DRUG
. WE CARRY ONLY THOSE GENERIC
DRUGS
THAT WE CAN DISPENSE - AND YOU CAN
TAKE
WITH COMPLETE ASSURANCE
IN THEIR QUALITY
ASK YOUR DOCTOR OR BEGLEY
PHARMACIST ABOUT GENERICS
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SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sunday

KRAFT

MACARONI &
CHEESE
DINNERS

DOMINO

SUGAR

WITH $11.00 N MORE
ADDITIONAL MOUSE
N ITOACCO
EXCLUD

5 LB. BAG

IGA TABLETREAT

WITH $10.00 OR MORE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO

HOME STYLE BREAD...1%

LL

MAXWELL HOUSE ASSORTED GRINDS
'GA

COFFEE
PORK& BEANS
werf
GREEN BUIS

CRISCO

1 LB$
2
29

15 OZ.

3/896
3/1

BROWN & SERVE ROLLS
BUNNY

GLAZED DONUTS

1110„,Com'

IGA BUTTER1SWEET MX

79

6 PACK

BLUE BONNET

3 LB.

MARGARINE

PRIDE OF ILL CREAM STYLE
...160Z.

GOLDEN CORN
TOMATOES

16 OL

11U

3Pal

3/1
3/1

BLEACH

FRENCH FRIES

2 LB.

.

DOG FOOD

211 U.BAR

$
5
9
9

ALL CONCENTRATED

JUMBO

DINNER
SPECIALS

urni
2
19
iNCT $

LIPTON

INSTANT TEA

49
59-c-

QUARTERS .

DETERGENT

CLOROX

TEA BAGS

DOZ

DOZ.

BISCUITS

10.11°.°11°11.4.
a
c:
.

2/9
49°
89

30L

$119

BANQUET
BEEF, CHICKEN,
SALISBURY STEAK &
TURKEY DINNERS
GERBER STRAINED

BABY FOOD

3/59

EXTRA ABSORBENT

PAMPERS

S259

_
411,

•
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NORTNSIDE
6-10
6-12 Fri.
Mon-Thurs. 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

U.S. CHOICE

OSCAR MAYER

SIRLOIN
TEAK

LUNCHEON
MEAT
P&P LOAF,COTTO SALAMI, LIVER CHEESE

REELFOOT OLD FASHIONED STONE SUCED
QUARTER SLICED

BOLOGNA

COUNTRY NAM

REELFOOT CHUNK STYLE

BOLOGNA

00 FREEZER SPECIAL

REELFOOTTTERLINGS

MOLE US.CHOICE

U.S.CHOICE

-BONE

4

BEEF
LOIN

LB.

AVERAGE WEIGHT 45 LB.

LB.
CUT & WRAPPED FREE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS,
BUY NOW - COOK OUT LATER.

BRYAN JUMBO

I`La 51 29

FRANKS
U.S. CHOICE

RIB STEAK

WILL MAKE YOUR DAY

WASHINGTON STATE
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

ili
l AKEYE STEAK
WILLIAMS

PORK
494,
SAUSAGE 4i1 12
LB.

PRIME RIB

Lis$188

ROAST
BONELESS TOP

STEAK

$229

a
l !YORK STRIP
FIELD'S

BACON
FRESH

FEET

COUN
iiiirCBACK11111

PiliblICE SECTION

APPLES
TANGERINES
RADISHES

..$1 39

6 OZ.PKG.

YELLOW

ONIONS
FRESH
ANUTS
0. SUPER
COUPONS
SUPER COUPOIN4

44c

210 SIZE DOL

WHITE

mem 11111. Imil .1.1 gm.

LB.

LB.

LB.

diec
29c
19c
69c

Os= um
SUPER COUP.011111

1

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

1

%
MINN IMI NM =P MIN

30c

655

7GF30

SUPER COUPON!

DOVE IV ALL CONCENTRATED
ii DETERGENT 1
SOAP
I
II
i 11c 0 II en! 0„ 1
\....... 65,...1/ ‘"'P
...A° "' ./.,

OFF

•

I

_
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Deaths And Funerals

ger

Stock Market
Pnces at

Dewey D. Cole Dies Cy Miller Dies At
Monday; Native Of Hospital; Funeral
Calloway County
Rites On Friday
Dewey D. Cole, native of
Calloway
County, died
Monday at 5:10 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah He was 80 years of
age and a resident of 277
Clements Street, Paducah.
Mr. Cole, a retired
pipefitter, was a member of
Local 184 of the Pipefitters
Union at Paducah. He was a
member of the Clements
Street Church of Christ. Born
May 18, 1898, he was the son of
the late G.M. Cole and Cora
Skaggs Cole.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Attie Cole; one son,
Ralph Cole, Evansville, Ind.;
two sisters, Mrs.'Neta Gipson
and Mrs. Nell Fields, and four
brothers, Fred, Hal, Tommy,
and Ted Cole, all of Paducah;
four grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with 0. D.
McKendree and the Rev. Tom
Atwood officiating.
Pallbearers will be Joe
Hayden, Lester Watson,
Raymond Leneave, Ted
Wiercloch. Roy Jackson, and
R. D. Thorne. Burial will
follow in the Maplelawn
Cemetery,Paducah.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Henry D. PasclIall
Dies Suddenly With
Rites On Thursday

Cy Miller, funeral director
from Hazel, died this morning
at 5:55 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 53 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
The,Hazel man and his wife,
Thelma, had operated the
Miller Funeral Home at Hazel
for the past 25 years. A
licensed funeral director and
embalmer, he was a graduate

Henry Daniel Paschall of
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on
Tuesday at 2 p.m. He was
stricken with an apparent
heart attack at his home.
Mr. Paschall was an employee 'of Midland-Ross
Manufacturing Company,
Paris, Tenn. A veteran of
World War II, he was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church and Cottage
Grove Masonic Lodge.
Born March 23, 1914, in
Henri County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late K. D.
Paschall and Elizabeth
(Lizzie) Nichols Paschall.
Two brothers, Boss Paschall
and Norman D. Paschall,
preceded him in death.
Mr. Paschall is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Carlene
Paschall, to whom he was
married on Oct. 17, 1936; two
daughters, Mrs. Gary Patsy )
Kimbro and Mrs. Joe (Betty)
Williams, Route 2, Puryear,
Tenn.;
five sisters, Mrs.
Cy Miller
of the Gupt,on-Jones College of Vinnie Dickerson and Mrs.
Mortuary Science, Nashvike, Lucy Jackson, Hazel Route 1,"
Tenn., and a member of fhe Mrs. Jemmia Wilson, Murray
Epsilon Chapter. of Pi Sigma Route 4, and Mrs. Mary
Hutchens and Mrs. Pernesie
Eta.
Mr. Miller had served as Paschall, 'both of Route 2,
mayor of thetity of Hazeland Puryear, Tenn.; one brother,
had worked closely with all Saevelt Paschall, Route
departments of the cit* Puryear, Tenn.; several
government at Hazel. He was nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
a member of the Hazel Baptist
Church, Hazel Masonic Lodge Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Free and Accepted,Masons, chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
and Shriners, and was a Home, Paris. Tenn., with the
Rev. James Phelps ofDr. Earl Adams o: the veteran of World War H.
ficiating. Burial will follow in
Born
Jan.
25,
1925,
in
Coldwater
cornmiinitY,
the Paschall Cemetery in
Murray Route 1, died Tuesday Calloway County, he was ,the Henry County.
4 1:55.p.m. at -the Murray: son Of Notie Orr Miller, who
Friends may ,call at the
Calloway County Hospital. He survives, and the - iate-Diek funeral home.
Miller.
was 78 years of age.
Siir
-vivors include his wife.
The deceased had been a
veterinarian in Calloway Mrs. -Thelma McPherson
County for over 50 years and Miller, and his mother, Mrs.
had also worked with the Notie 0. Miller, Hazel; one
Kentucky
Agricultural daughter, Mrs. Kent (Jeanie)
Department. He was a Kingins, Overbey Street,
graduate of Western State Murray; one son, Johnny
Miller, Benton, 111.; one
Mrs. Lona Lee Malcolm
College, Bowling Green.
Dr. Adams was now serving brother, Gene 0. Miller, died Tuesday about 7 a.m. at
as a Democrat Election Hazel; one granddaughter, the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Effie Edwards, Hazel Route 2.
Commissioner for Calloway Sarah Kingins, Murray.
The funeral will be held She was 96 years of age.
County, was a veteran of
The deceased was married
World War I, a Kentucky Friday at 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Colonel, and a member of the Baptist Church with the Rev. Nov. 8, 1900, to Charles W.
James Garland officiating. Malcolm, who died March 7,
Primitive Baptist Church.
'His wife, Mrs. Hazel Scott Burial will follow in the Hazel 1955. She was a niamber of the
New Liberty Church of Christ.
Adams, died June 28, 1977. Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Born Dec. 19, 1882, she was the
Born March 30, 1900, in
Calloway County, he was the Miller Funeral Home, Hazel, daughter of the late John H.
Lee and Mary Frances Moody
son of the late Jeff and Bobbie after 10 a.m. on Thursday.
Lee.
Adams.
Mrs. Malcolm is survived by
Dr. Adams is survived by
three
daughters,
Mrs.
two sons, William Carroll
Edwards,
Mrs.
Vinnie
Adams and Daniel Knight
Meador, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Adams, both of Murray Route
The funeral for Willard and Mrs. Modena Anderson,
I.
_
The funeral will be held McManus will be held Eustis, Fla.; three sons, Noel
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the Thursday at 3 p.m. at the and Carlos Malcolm, New
and
Leland
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Concord,
Funeral Home with Coleman Funeral Home with Mark Malcolm, Hazel Park, Mich.
Also surviving are three
Crocker and Hays Grady Pugh officiating and Jerry
officiating. Burial will follow Bolls leading the song service. sisters, Mrs. Neva Dodson,
Burial will follow in the Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Winnie
in the Coldwater Church of
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Pflueger, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the and Mrs. Madie Salmon,
Friends may call at the
Hazel; nine grandchildren; 19
funeral home after 2 p.m. funeral home.
Mr. McManus,62, a resident great grandchildren.
today 1Wednesday.
of Route 6, Savannah, Tenn.,
The funeral will be held
died Tuesday at 5:30 a.m. at Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
Baptist
the
Memorial LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Hospital, Memphis,Tenn.
The deceased, a veteran of Ed Davis officiating. Singers
World War H, was employed from the New Concord Church
with the Army Corps of of Christ with 011ie Knight
Call
Engineers. Born March 19, Stubblefield as leader will
The Murray
1916, in Lyon County, he was provide the song service.
Insurance Agency
the son of the late Hugh
Pallbearers will be Bill,
and compare.
McManus and Grace Murray Carl, Charles, Rob, and
McManus. One son, • Wayne Verlyn Malcolm, and Dan
Maybe I can save you
McManus,died Jan. 25, 1973.
Meador, all grandsons. Burial
some money on topSurvivors include his wife, will follow in the Ratteree
quality protection,
Mrs. Anna Lois Murray Cemetery.
whatever your insurMcManus, to whom he was
Friends may call at the
ance needs.
married on March 7, 1937; two funeral home.
daughters,
Lynn
Mrs.
(Wanda) Moller, Paducah,
'and Mrs. Dwain (Yvonne)
You're in good hands.
Herndon, Stone Mountain,
U. r•,..,ranr•("nmpar,,
1,
Ga.; one sister, Mrs. Lillian
II
Nanny, Paducah; seven
See or Phone
grandchildren.
Sob illhoyfoo CPO
WILDER, Ky. (AP) — The
Gee 011eittoa
Southgate and Wilder city
LAKE DATA
Now illIfeeteo
Ti.Saver
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m 355 5 councils, meeting here in
Don lkipbey
special session, have agreed
up 0.2.
floe
to have their mayors make
Below dam 327.4, up O.& Murray Insurance
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.7 contacts about a study of a
merger of the two cities.
up 0.4.
Agent
Mayors Ken Paul of
Below dam 335.6, up 0.4.
kW*crow
menu
Southgate and Doug Haney of
Wilder are to meet with Gene
Archibald, executive director
of the Northern Kentucky
Area Development District, to
•Portraits.Weddings.Frames
learn how much time and
money would be needed for
the study.
- The councils would vote atlater. nieetMgs to have the
studies made.
In meetings last month, the
councils voted to held Mon'
118 So. 12t
' 753-0035day's joint .session for the
discussion of a merger study.

Dr. Earl Adams,
Veterinarian, Dies
Here On Tuesday

-

Mrs. Lona Malcolm
Dies At Age Of 96;
Rites On Thursday

Funeral Thursday
For Mr. McManus

Allstate

One Day Film Processing

_Artcliaft
Photography

Southgate, Wilder
Councils Agree To
Study City Mergers

today,

stock at local lotereat
at
EDT,
handabad to the
Ledger k ilmsa by Foot
at beicbtgan,
Corp,at Moray.are as
follow.,
noon,

Industrial Average

1.86

Air Products
25% unc
American Motors
...6
Ashland Oil....52% unc
American Telephone 614 unc
Bonanza
541,13 57,11A
Chrysler
-%
Ford Motor
.44% unc
G.A F
12% +%
General Care
11 -I/4
General Dynamics 88% -%
General Motors
58% -/
1
4
General i'litre
26% unc
Goodrich
18% +4,4
Hardees
-13 unc
Heublein
29% +42
IBM
306 unc
Pennwalt
...33%
Quaker Oats
24% unc
Tappan
.12% +1
Texaco
24% unc
Wal-Mart 244'. -Vs
W endys
23%824%A

Stovall, Atkins To Appear Before
Senate Today About Budget Cuts
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — LL Gov.
Thelma Stovall and state Auditor
George Atkins were to appear before
the Kentucky Senate today to answer
questions about where they think the
budget can be trimmed to allow for
proposed tax cuts.
In a fiscal program outlined Tuesday
to lawmakers in the special session of
the Legislature, Mrs. Stovall estimated
again the cuts, if enaded, would cost
$73.7 million for the remainder of the
current biennium.
But, her projection indicated, the
General Assembly could raise enough
or the tax cuts could generate enough
money to achieve a potential 996

mission, "fully independent of the
administration," with powers to dig
into every state record to determine if
money can be used for her programs.
"My...fiscal program addresses itself
to funds which are unallocated, as well
as to unecessary expenditures," Mrs.
Stovall said in her introductory letter to
lawmakers.
She assured them that "a thorough
and independent review and investigation of my recommendations,
without the pressure from the first floor
(in the Capitol, which quarters the
governor and his staff), will reveal the
availablity of sufficient funds to accomplish my legislative program."
Mrs. Stovall received support on one

-phase of expenditures from Atkins, who
law her is a Democratic candidate for
governor this year on an antiadministration platform.
re
Atkins told the Senate Tuesday that
although his detailed report won't be
issued until today, he could already say
the capital funds are administered -in
a discretionary manner...once the
money is appropriated, the executive
branch does what it wants to."

v.i
se
a
de

The auditor called for increased
legislative control over the way construction money is spent, saying that on
occasions it has been disbursed without
legislative sanction or statutory
authority.

Vietnamese In

It was the first time Mrs. Stovall had
pointed specifically to where she
believes funds could be drawn to.
Federal-State Market News - finance tax cuts.
Service January 10, 1979
She called the special session last
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
November in the absence of Gov. Julian
Market Report Includes 7
Carroll, who has labeled the move
Buying Stations
By DENIS D.OKA
political and irresponsible and declined
Receipts: Act. 400 Est. 400
to assert leadership of the session.
Associated Press Writer
Barrows & Gills steady Sows
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)* —
Mrs. Stovall's outline showed at least
steady $1.00 lower on weights
Vietnamese infantry, supported by
$30 million available from what she
over 400 lb.
tanks and howitzers, were fighting for
deems surplus revenues and tax
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $51.00-51.25
Siem Reap, one of the last areas left
collections for the current first fiscal
US 2 200-240 lbs... $50.50-51.00
under the control of the toppled
quarter.
US 2-3 240-250 lbs. *49.50-50.50
Cambodian government, and the
Another breakdown is under the
US 2-4260-280 lbs. -$48.50-49.50
nearby ancient monuments of Angkor,
heading of "estimated receipts from
Sows
reliable Western sources said today.
tax cut" — presumably on the theory
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $42.00-43.00
One Vietnamese division was
that tax reductions would generate
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. /40.00-42.00
reported by the sources to be pushing
more spending by Kentuckians. That
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. 942.00-44.00
against Siem Reap, 260 miles west of
projection totaled $18.2 million.
US 1-3-500-650 lbs. $44.00-45.00
the Vietnamese-Cambodian border and
iffr She threw in an additional $11.2
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. $39.00-40.00
90 miles from Thailand.
-million under the same principle apBoars $30.00-36.00 mostly
The centuries-old temples of Angkor
plied
to
spending
of
disaster
recovery
933.00-34.00
— considered the symbol of Cambodian
money.
nationalism — are near the town, which
Mrs. Stovall added $26 million from
was opened to foreign tourists only 10
her expectation that Road Fund tax
days ago.
collections would exceed estimates.
WRONG FIGURE
Thai intelligence sources said earlier
And she predicted that $10 million
PERRYSBURG, Ohio (AP) Could be extracted
. that Siem Reap was already in Viet-,
from the Capital.
— At Toth School, Linda -Construction
narnese hands. But both Thai and
Fund by which state
Stasiak, pointing to frosted
.Western sources agreed that Siem
buildings and facilities are financed.
windows, asked the class:
Reap and Battambang, another key
The fund currently totals about 9211
'Who comes to visit us when
center, had still not been taken and that
million.
it',cold and leaves something -7
possibly wthird, Pin-sat, may be under
Then, in a long append*
her
behind we can see?"
. - projections, the
control of .the former Phnom Penh
lieutenant governor
One boy answered': IrSanG— dealt
leaders.
with details of each category.
(laus." The teacher meant
Gunfire was reported inside CamAnd
she
recommended
the
Jack Frost.
bodia at several points along the 500Legislature establish a special corn-

Hog Market

le
S.

Pl

For Siem Reap
mile-long frontier, and the sources said
the Vietnamese air force doubled its air
strikes to almost 100 daily in mopup
operations both east and west of Phnom
Penh, the Cambodian capital.
Associated Press reporters at the
frontier said several sOldiers of the
ousted government handed a letter
signed by ex-Deputy Premier leng Sary
to Thai frontier officers at
Aranyaprathet, 124 miles west of
Bangkok, for delivery to the Thai
Foreign Ministry.
The contents of the letter were not
known but there was speculation that it
might contain a request for asylum for
leaders of the regime that collapsed
when Vietnamese forces and a proHanoi Cambodian front captured
Phnom Penh on Sunday after a lightning 13-day drive.
Thai sources said some reports indicated ex-Premier Pol Pot had been
killed. They said there were also '
reports that the area around Siem Reap and Angkor, the ancient capital in -northwestere Cambodia, had been.
captured, but that another nor- .
thwestem city closer to the Thai bor.
-Battambang, was still in the hands
of the former regime.
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Save 350
on Mellow Roast

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Coffee and Grain Beverage

Great coffee taste without bitterness.
4
4
4
4
4

J
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4
4

4
"Mellow Roast discovered what my Hannah's
known for years. Add grain to coffee for
great coffee taste without bitterness.
"They start with three kinds of rich, robust coffees;
then blend in roasted grain to take away the bitter edge
for that good-old, down-home coffee taste.
"Mellow Roast° Coffee and Grain Beverage is so
good, so delicious we drink it all day long."

4

a
-4
4
4

"Great coffee taste without bitterness'
STORE COUPON

li 1
I
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When you buy
MELLOW ROAST*
Coffee and Grain
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Human Resources Seminar Is
Slated In Louisville Jan. 22-24
FRANKFORT — Needs
related to full utilization of
Kentucky's human resources
will be examined in one of four
seminars scheduled as part of
an
urban
economic
development conference in
Louisville Jan. 72-24.
The conference, which will
be held at the Executive Inn
West,, was called by Gov.
Julian M. Carroll as the first
step toward formulation of a
statewide urban development
policy.
Participants will include
business and community
leaders from throughout the
state and persons of national
stature in the fields of urban
planning and development.
U.S. Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall will take part in
Seminar I, -Human Resource
Development in
Urban
Kentucky,' presenting the
national perspective. Marshall is also scheduled to
speak to the full conference at
a luncheon session Tuesday,
Jan.-23.
The conference is being
cosponsored by the Kentucky
Development Cabinet and the
Governor's Economic
Commission.
Development
Development - Secretary
William L. Short said the
conference will examine
issues that directly affect the
people and the future of urban
-Kentucky. The seminar on
human resource development
will study needs in such areas
as employment, housing,
health, education and community services, he said.
Other seminars will deal
with growth management and
urban ecology, state and
urban fiscal problems_ and
policy; and government
structure and coordination
toward a coherent state urban
policy.
The seminar will emphasize
the reciprocal relationship
between job development and
human service programs and

the need for effective
utilization of the limited funds
available for human services,
Short said.
The four seminars will run
concurrently, with recommendations to be presented to
Carroll on theofinal day of the
conference.
The conference is one of a
series called by Carroll to seek
solutions to problems affecting economic development
in the Appalachian region and
in rural and urban areas of the
state.
The seminar on human
res6urce development will be
led by Ashland Mayor David
0. Welch and Robert L. Rock,
mayor of Anderson, Ind.
Welch is an attorney practicing in Ashland.
Rock is a former lieutenant
governor of Indiana and
served in the Indiana
Legislature eight years. He is
immediate past president of
the Indiana Association of
Cities and Towns and serves
on
the
organization's
executive committee.
Peter D. Conn, secretary of
the Kentucky Department for
Human Resources, will give
the state perspective on issues
related to human resource
development.
The local perspective will be
presented by. Dr. Virgil L.
Christian Jr., a professor of
economics at the University of.
Kentucky and a frequent
consultant to the state

Contract For Study
Of Contracts Nixed
A proposed $44,650 contract

ENOUGH SAID — Gary Tassone shows off his personalized license plate that expresses his feelings on the cold weather at Minneapolis, Minn.
(AP LAserphoto)

0110

Army Reserve Now Offering Cash

Bonuses To Those Who Join 100th

LOUISVILLE, KY — Army
Reserve is now offering
Education aid of $2,000 or cash
bonuses of $1,500 to young
people who enlist in the 100th
Army Reserve Division,
according to the Division
Recruiting Officer, Lt. Col.
Don Smith of Louisville: The new incentive program,
which went into effect Dec.-1,
is designed to increase the
strength of Kentucky's
Century Division through
special enlistanent,
reenlistment, and educational
assistance bonuses.
In addition to the enlistment
Legislative • Research Com- bonus, the program calls for
mission.
an $1,800-bonus for a six-year
Short said the human reenlistment-extension or $900
resource seminar will look at for reenlisting for three years.
problems-of urban Kentucky
Lt. CLL. Smith, who also,
in providing its teSidents with serves -as the commander of
such paisic amenities as the 100th Division Support
housing, adequate health care Battalion, noted that 83 of the
and educational opportunities. 84 units within the Division
Participants will be asked to qualify for the incentives. One
consider the interrelated roles of those units is in Murray.
of government, community
Applicants must choose one
organizations and the private,. of two options at the time of

Tenn., for testimony as an
expert witness at hearings In
connection with the Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire in May,
1977.
Belles developed the fire
safety portions of the federal
Occupational Safety and
Health Act and is familiar
With health and safety sections of the law, according to
Labor Department counsel
Ken Hollis. He said Belles is a
recognized expert in the field.
Also approved was a contract for $60,001 requested by
state Agriculture Commissioner Tom Harris for
production of a film promoting
Kentucky's tobacco_ and
health research.
Harris said he hat been
embarrassed when he testifies
before Congress that the
senators and representatives
don't have any information
about Kentucky's research in
this area.
He said the film would be
shown at the quarterly
meeting of the state Tobacco
and Health Research Institute
in March. Harris said he
would invite Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., a leading
tobacco critic, to view the
film.

FRANKFORT, Ky LAP) —

section in providing services
to urban residents and to seek
ways of integrating and
coordinating their efforts.
In all the seminars, participants will Meer presentations from various perspectives on the opening day.
They will then be asked to
identify major problem areas
and to make substantive
recommendations for action
to solve these problems.
information
Registration
can be obtained by contacting
Patricia Hayden, Kentucky
Development Cabinet, Second
Floor, Capital Plaza Tower.
Ky.
40601,
Frankfort,
telephone 564-7670, Ext. 206.

or six
The $1,800 and $900 bonuses either three years $90)(
enlistment: enlistment bonus
will accrue on half upon the years ($1,800).
or educational assistance.
of
the
Enlistment bonus consists of effective date
Reservists with more than
a $1,500 award, with $750 reenlistment-extension with eight but not more than nine
the remainder paid in in- (exactly)- years of service at
payable upon satisfactory
crements of $150 at the current ETS must reenlistcompletion of initial active
satisfactory completion of extend for either three or six
duty including earning a
oc- each year of the term.
military
primary
years but will only receive a
cupational specialty (PMOS).
To obtain a bonus, Reser- bonus of $900 even if the length
Two hundred dollars is vists with less than six years of reenlistment-extension
payable after satisfactory of service at expiration term exceeds three years.
_completion of each of the of service (ETS) must
second and third years. The reenlist-extend for six years.
The Oath Division, combalance of $350 is payable at
manded by M_A„j. Gen. Charles
the end of the fourth -year.
Those with at least six but
Beach Jr. orteattyville, has
Educational assistance pays' not more than eight (exactlx) the mission of giving armor
a portion of a member's years of service at current
and cavalry training (OSUT)
education expenses for in- ETS may reenlist-extend for
to new recruits in the Army.
struction at an accredited
institution. Limits are $500 per
year or 50 percent of a
member's expenses,
whichever is less. The total
amount for the term of the
enlistment obligation is $2,800.
This assistance may be
provided until a member
earns a baccalaureate degree
Section B — Page One
or the equivalent evidence of
completion of study by an
accredited institution.

for an in-depth study of the
state
Transportation
Department's
contract
negotiating procedures has
been rejected by the state
Personal Service Contract
Commission.
Assistant
Transportation
Secretary John Witt told the
commission on Monday it has
been about 10 years since the
agency reviewed procedures
it uses to award professional
and personal service • contracts.
Committee members said
they thought the contract for
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell di Co.
was unnecessary, and that the
department should be able to
do such a study internally,
utilizing the state universities.
The vote was 4-1.
"I think this is a fringe we
can do without," said Rep.
Hank List, D-Lexington. "We
came up here for this session
to limit spending. I feel the
university should be involved
in this type of activity. There
are a lot of good university
Minds that are not being
used."
The commission approved
27 other contracts, including
three for neonatal care
programs. The Children's
Hospital Medical Center at
Cincinnati received a contract
for $300,000; Norton Children's
Hosital in Louisville, $700,000,
Louisville Genera!
and
Hospital,$200,000.
The commission also approved an $8,000 cpntract for
Donald W. Belles of Madison,

Fete
meat-producing
Argentina,
countries —
Australia, New Zealand and
Uruguay — have agreed to
exchange technology, carry
out joint production and sales
research, and develop new
prod League game, scored a
goal iine National Meat
Board.

Wednesday,January 10,1979
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CHECK OUT OUR LOW,LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES ON OUR URGE
SELECTION OF FRAGRANCES.

JbAN

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

CACHET

Come in and get your entry blank
for the Gillette
SUPER BOWL

SWEEPSTAKES
over 1000 RUIN guaranieed to be awarded

GRAND PRIZE,-..
• Chrysler Le Baron
Town & Country
Station Wagon
Plus $5,000 Cash

NATURAL SPRAY COLOGNE
1.6 OZ.
WOO VALVE

UM

ST.JOSEPH

ST JOSEPH

Cough
Syrup

COLD TABLETS
FOR CHILDREN

WIND SONG
SHAY COLOGNE
2.9 OZ. $7.00 VALVE

$5.44

Asine-Isa bel •Gams shilh inst.

ST. JOSEPH
COLD TABLETS
Mrs

66.

FOR CHILDREN
COUGH SYRUP
2sz.

68c

SUPER BOWL
MAGAZINE
WITH PURCHASE OF

Gillette
TRACII 9's
Now Only $1 88
OR

Gillette
TRAC II* 5's

Now Only 964
OR

Gillette
TRAC X RAZOR
Now Only $199

ASPIRIN
100% PURE PAIN RELIEVER
$1.29
100 TABLETS
VALUE

DI-GEL ANTACID

Mae
1101/0

$1.39 VAL

FARRAH
AWCETT
sompoo
OZ.
$2.99
. VALUE
$1 88

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH
12 OZ.

•
•

S1.69 VALUE

SAY-RITES
LOW
PRICE
Or,

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ADVERTISER ITIM IPOUCY
loch of these advertised items is required to be recnkly available for sale
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad. If we do run

out of on advertised item, we wiN offer you your choice of o comparable
item, when available, reflecting the some savings or o raincheci which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30cloys

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY..

T'ER

Prices effective thru Jan
it reserved
Quantity
Copyright 1979
The Kroger Co

1 6th

U.S.D.A. Grade'A'
Hollikarrns Mid Ports of

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

YNG
CHICKEN

SHOULDER
ROAST
tc:tis!Tcliiiff_c-oireiii_4Il
WORTH
104 OF•Ftow
=
(Award
the purchase of
each 8 ot 11419of

ROUND
BONE $

41.

KROGER
=
= LUNCH MEAT
with this coupon.
Expires Jan. 16th

lb.

irm

mimmilimme

_Cu0UPÔNJIIL

WORTHt$26*.pFFitWORTH SO4 OF—

'feeder

ENGLISH
ROAST
=
r$1139

en. BONELESS
HAM an=
= WHOLE
with this coupon
MIS

TURKEY
MEAT LOAF
with this coupon
Expires Jon 16th

en =le

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

5,.f Nyèd
V.5.1.11. Protein Mix

towardE
see
towed the purchase of
each Glendale
nen um
en
a Mr Twirey go.

Expires Jon 16th

18

FAMILY
PAK

KROGER'S
PRO

..49c

11111.111.11111100
1
air

fresh Picnic S

• •k

Frozen

ROAST

HAMS
12 oz.
Pkg.

SUM MI RAO

FRESH
FISH

Pork Loin
WANT PAA

KING COTTON

1.1

fork9teakMISlSvl
"Juiii7 Entrees

PKG.

;
I 1.1. PIG.

itsrN-Batter Fillets

Iv

"pa!$139

U.S LA ClOOKI

100
SIZE

S179
to- •

Pork Sausage

u.$219

Leg-O-Lamb
.siag

Lamb Shoulder

•froshly tesght, thee pecked wit ice is peeled tooteiwert
•Iteeked directly Se Kreger from rellehle test-Cost fisheries
•Acterstely labelled pestles. •Ope•-dated for
freshness. (Availobie Thursdoy Friday & Saturday Only(

Fors Raised

WHOLE
CATFISH

169

$1 69

IP•

Fresh Ocoee

k ;;;111
i
;0
1
1.
Bologna
ASSOITIC

Fox

esid;ivi

-PERCH
FRESH
FILLETS
OYSTERS
99 ,..$189

No.

sal
II

MI

•

LI.$1 09

STYLES
Pizza

Lunch Meat

1401.
PIG.89'

LI$139

Mitivisusage Links

$
. LA.

19

HOME & FAMILY

DELI—BAKERY

terrains

SWISS
CHEESE
$299

Vial

FORMULA 44
COUGH MIXTURE
$1117

INDIAN NIVEN AMIN WNITE3

California Fancy

BROCCOLI

69'
large Head

Grapefruit
FlORTA FANCY SA SW

Juice Oranges
iangerine"s"
PLOSSIA
FoLan:

VICKS
VAPORUB

GARLIC
BREAD

ANTI
FREEZE
homily

GOLDEN FRIED

CHICKEN

•S PCS WWI• 1 (II POTATO
-SALAD•4
•SEMIS 4 - 6

$ 99

GAL 01116AIR summit

GLAZED
DONUTS
$139

Windshield Washer99°
Gillette

TRAC II BLADES =
am

9

ICE.
PIG
oan nut coupon. Land One
iiitt ill. 16i

IMIP 1111111

I

11IM Ha
i

0

Chine light

C141.

STAR-KIST
TUNA

Nik L1GSST TUI"

with th9 coupon and '10.00 purchase
excluding items prohibited by law and in oddition
to the lest of coupon
merchandise. Subject to opplicoble taxes. Limit one coupon.
Expires Jon..16th.

.$100
4 vii
Spotlight Coffee

NIXED VIGETAKES

ts2"

STEW'S

Sliced Beets

59c
U.S.D.A. Grim!.'A'Kroger

LARGE
EGGS

noca

Glaznmehonuts
frosrnch
u Fries

a
- GUAM SUPEEMI

,44,1 594

ate Bread

tti: 7k

E"G
Eni
atterktufftn0

On

Rings

Bread
DoughOIaM
Fruit Pies_

EROGIR

1ion . $1PWG.

Vegetable Spread
mufti,
Buttermilk Biscuits

Ikoz.$ 1 09
PEG.

2i 89
„
99'
LT

Cinnamon Rolls

OUT Ittn

PEW

THEME
BOOKS

Itt: 79(

Kroger Sherbet

Buttermilk

•;*--75 PAPER
_

4SSOW1ED FUI ROES

Pot Pies

UST EFTE

)ft2 FILLER

„...$1 09

‘lniiju
CheeseSpread Slices

KROGER

11111111111
146
-

99c

I

5 lei oo

GOUNTRY OVEN
10E11 00
PEGS.
O

WINDSHIELD
WASHER/SOLVENT tt:

1

- COST CUTTERS!
find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout
our store Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter meekly.ad speciols for extra sayings
on grocery .'ems dairy

frozen foods health &

beauty aids, meats and produce

c
Tangerine Drink
SAUK SOFTENER

Bright Sheets
ott mown vreou
Golden Corn

troz
37'

Oft MONTE

Tomatoes
onrrui cumenG
Lux Soap

.;..

3/$1

1002.

Vienna SousageTIN
5 oz.

47'

DIMES OUT DM

goo

Drive Detergent"No $

ENKE 4 R101

Hunt'* Ketchup "At

59

Peach Slices

1DILMOW
reek.534

Limo Beani

17121.__591

11100011 MOM WIliPPED

Topping

I,

SLUE PLATE

Mayonnaise
MGR ORANGE

Breakfast Drink
1110GOI

Spaghetti
UN CAMP'S

Pork & Boons

IlUS 10040$11101D GERMS

Lysol SprayCAM

I

WAC PA(

Kroger Coffee
VAC PIC

Kroger Coffee
KROGER

Peanut Butter • 4
RIGHT DISHWASHER
so

Detergent

110 Some

59
JOR's•3

$329

S 1511-0.1

I
ff.'s& 79'

27

"

754

WAS
431

"N: 89'

KROUR
DINNER
1waS

PAO
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THE HOME FEDERAL STORY
is a story of Success in 1978!
1. Success in increasing our assets $14,794,898.01 over December 31, 1977.
2. Success in paying $5,276,589.06 in interest to 17,396 savings customers.
3. Success in closing $24,130,870.00 in mortgage loans.
4. Success in opening two new branch offices in Murray and La Center.
5. Success because of you.

t

"The place ;here thousands are §:riving thillions"

HOME FEDERAL

Murray Branch-1201 Main St
Ph. 759-1630

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

IM

PADUCAH,KY.

Downtown Branch— 101 liruadvsaN
Ph 111- 7231

t "Iftt
MI

91111

LENDER
JLa Center Branch—U.S. Hwy.60
Ph.462-3525

Southaide Branch-3240S: Beltline Hwy.
Ph. 444-7233

December 31,1974

842,110,431.27

December 31,1975 ....... .. $50,192,627.67

December 31,1976..$61,143,910.61

PAGE 5-It TUE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES,
Wednesday, January le, 1.979

Coming on STRONG with assets now On • •

c
Home Federal has grown over $507000,000.00 in 4 years!
DIRECTORS

tatemeot o Coitidato

J. POLK BROOKS
Brooks Bus Lines, Inc.

W. F. CHUMLEY, MD.

December31,1978

Western Baptist Hospital

NOBLE CLARK

.•••••

• Banker Retired

ASSETS

J. 13.‘CONN
txthfert City Lumber Company

First Mortgage Loans

•

C. WINSTON GHOLSbN
Sellars & Gholson Masonry Contractors

MARSHALL NEMER
Finkel's Inc.

BOB G. SHERMAN
President and Managing Officer
Home Federal Savings and Loan Association

82,330,205.30

Savings Account Loans

219,839.83

Other Loans

104,218.91

Real Estate Owned(Foreclosed Properties)

.12,158.09

Cash on Hand and in Banks

.4,481,961.29

Investments and Securities

.4483,359.38

Federal Koine Loan Bank Stock

WARD THOMAS

:
65-le°•0°
2,289,275.78

ailice Buildings and Equipment ..... .

Economy Appliance and Furniture Company

/Less Depreciation,

114,380. id-r

Prepaid FSLICPremium
'
0

Accrued Interest Receivable

OFFICERS

•

Other Assets

,

-

.

106,813.27

, 92,359,182.49

Total Assets

J. B. CONN

565,070.00

Chairman of the Board

BOB G. SHERMAN
President and Managing Officer

C. WINSTON GHOLSON
Treasurer
-

MARSHALL NEMER

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

Secretary

WILLIAM J. HITE
Vice President
Vice President

Advances From Federal Home Loan Bank

PHOEBE A. DOWNEY

3 000.000.00

Other Borrowed Money

Assistant Vice President

N INE.

Loans in Process

SUED. SILVER

Escrow Funds ..

'Assistant Vice President

AINNA J. STIGALL
Assistant Secretary

9

82,469.307.95

Savings Accounts

DOROTHY J. TOY

MICHAEL 1: STARKS
Assistant Vice President

1,825,839.64
• .. •. ... ..........• it ••

131,03A-72

Deferred Credits

116.581.34

Other Liabilitiep

730.484.57

General Reserves .

2 957.000.00,

Surplus

1,128,930.27

4,085.930.27

LARRY KNOTT
Assistant Vice President

WANDA L. ATKINSON

Total Liabilities and Net Worth

Assistant Secretary

JACK C. BRADLEY
Assistant Vice President
••••••••••••••••••••••••••-...........

E. LEE BEARDEN
Assistant Vice President

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND CDAN.A.SSYOCIATION
IL

PADVCAH,KY.

92,359,182.49

PA(
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Assembly Houses Depart

Trevey Says Priorities

From-Traditional Methods

Include Tax Freezes

Once the Senate has obtained
that information, it may not be
necessary to continue the
committee, he said.
In the House, the leadership
announced it had formed a
new "Democratic Policy and
Advisor,croup" Jo subnItt
legislatife proposals to the
Democratic caucus and solicit
conunerits...
The group is' composed of
the House leadership and
committee chairmen, who are
seen as allies of Carroll's
administration.
However, House leaders
said the policy group was
designed to solicit lawmakers'
opinions and would not be
taking orders from Carroll.
"The Democratic caucus
will devise policy, and we will
have a party position and
legislation on the main issues
of the call," said House
Answer to TuesdaYs Puzzle
DOWN
ACROSS
Majority • Leader Bobby
1 EndedMaui
2 Premium Rasa MOO 00E113 Richardson, 1)-Glasgow.
4 Musical- inRichardson said the group
OMO 00001
• strument ' 3 Wriggled
_4 Scuttles
00800 012000111 would recommend where
8 Expued
5 Mature
12 Erst
00030
000011 budget cuts should be made.
6 Iterate
13 S-shaped.
Normally,
the
adBOZO
0000
7 Danger
* molding
000
ministration's legislative
M0000
OU
merit
8
14 Sicilian vol000
package is guided though the
4Possessive On
cano
pronoun
Om0 300001 LED General Assembly by the
la Title
10 Compass pt
0000 MOW]
leadership, and other bills are
16 Sad
*11 Mom and — 00000
ODOM introduced by individual
IS Volumes
17 Interjection 000000
20 Erin
legislators. A caucus normally
19 Digraph
21 Babylonian 22 Church
000 WOO is only employed to try to
deity, 0000 COD1 11300U - produce agreement on a
bench
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24 Pronoun
controversial bill or one imn Ostrich
Great Lake 33 Possessed 43 Preposition
25
.
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36 Man's nick- 44 Tab
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a
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By MARIA BRADEN
Senate normally must act on a
Associated Press Writer
con inuttee's recommendation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — without the benefit, of firstBoth houses of the General hand study.
Assembly have departed from
In a show of legislative
tradition in establishing their independence, ' the Senate.
methods of operation for the elected the maverick Sen.
special session.
John Berry, D-New Castle, as
The Senate voted Tuesday to chairman of the committee of
meet as a "committee of the the whole.
whole" to consider legislation
The Senate leadership,
to remove the sales tax on
which
— except for IA. Gov.
residential utilities. That
means each Senate member Thelma Stovall — has close
will have an opportunity to ties with the administration of
discuss the proposal in- Gov. Julian Carroll, went
formally and decide whether along with Senate dissidents
it should go to the Senate for a who succeeded in electing one
of their own.
vote.
Traditionally, a , bill is
Berry said the committee
assigned to one of a number of would serve as a vehicle to
committees, depending on its obtain information on the
content, and is acted on by a budget effects of the utility
handful of senators. The ,proposal and other tax cuts.
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A MOUNTAIN OF CAN TABS — George Jacopac, 10, student at Sykesville, Pa.,
Elementary School, looks from beneath a pile of about 350,000 pull tabs from metal
liquid cans which were collected by his schoolmates. Their goal is one million tabs,
just to illustrate what one million of something looks like.
(AP Laserphoto)

Community theatre Presents
Excerpts Of'Spoon River'
Members of the MurrayCalloway County Conurrunity
Theatre are presenting excerpts from Edgar Lee
Masters' famous Spoon River
Anthology in various churches
to which they belong.
The first of many performances set in Murray and
in the county will be Friday,
Jan. 26, 8 p.m., in the
fellowship hall of First
Methodist Church in Murray,
and the second will be in the
meeting room of the public
library at noon Thursday,
Feb. 1.
Spoon River Anthology is a
collection of prose and poetry
revealing a variety of insights
on the subject of life from the
point of view of its "late"
inhabitants, according to
producer BillPhillips.
"For a number of months,
several members of the
Community Theatre have
been discussing the possibility
of producing Spoon River
Anthology as it is a timeless,
universal view of • human
beings in all their frailty,
vanity
and
occasional
courage," Phillips said.
"It is a serious study of life
presented in a thoroughly
entertaining
manner. I
guarantee you will/leave the
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WHEN THE

CAPTAIN WANTS
OFFEE,H E
JUST YELL5

Trevey, who will remain a
state representative until the
election is certified, took a
commanding early lead and
coasted to victory with 60
performance a more tolerant full range of basic human percent of the vote.
individual," he said.
emotions portrayed by a host
With all 94 precincts
"The characters in the play, of Spoon River's departed."
counted, Trevey received
having removed themselves
Members of the cast include 7,715 votes to 4,955 votes for
from the cares and defenses of Phillips, Larry Bartlett, Mills.
this life, share their private Gerry Reed, Linda and Tom
Mills conceded the election
thoughts, conclusions and the Begley, Kathy and John when, with 62 precincts
motivations
which
ac- O'Brien, Ned O'Brien, Trish reporting, Trevey had nearly
companied each of them to his Phillips, Susan Barrett,, a 1,700 vote lead.
final resting place. Although Margaret Porter, Betty Pitts
"We're very elated," said
the play's- setting is a and Helen Campbell.
Trevey, who • appeared with
cemetery,
the
overall
Persons can join a rotating Mills at Lexington's municipal.,
meaning is relevant to life, cast for future productions building where the votes were
rather than death," director because several productions counted. "We thought the race
I,eesha Hazel said..
are planned during the next would be tighter than it was."
This particular program," two months throughout the
Trevey praised his camshe said,"was compiled to area, Phillips said. For more paign workers and attributed
allow the audience to enjoy the information,dial 753-8900.
his victory to voters' concerns

Berkeley Baker Of Bread,
Becomes NutritionaiNut•
By SUSAN AGER
'
s paperback by Bantam Books.
Associated Press Writer
An estimated 83,000 copies of
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
the hardback sold and more
Laurel Robertson shyly ad- than 100,000 paperbacks have
mits she has bad at least been printed.
10,000 loaves of bread in her
Besides recipes, it includes
mere 35 years. But the flour nutrition tables, the story of a
dusting her pores certainly few families' switch to
isn't white.
vegetarianism, and a guide to
It was in her Berkeley a simpler,fuller life.
kitchen 10 years ago —. the
Meals should be "a kind of
namesake of her popular sacrament," shared with
cookbook, "Laurel's Kitchen" loved ones, Laurel said in an
— that Laurel first began interviff. Bread-making, she
expet inienting _ with- slid; "
- -expands
your
vegetarianism and whole relationships with people
foods, eating wheat germ and dramatically, and nothing is
tofu and brewer's yeast by the more important.
cupful. Meat, she concluded,
"was
someone
else's
"I found when I worked a 40muscles," and she stopped hour week that nothing meant
eating it.
as much to me as getting
Since then, she hag'learned home on Saturday and making
to prepare foods that please bread," she recalled. "I
the mind and tastebuds as well started with six loaves every
as the body's nutritional Saturday,then 14 loaves.
stockpile. She shapes loaves of
"It's hard to believe
whole wheat and buckwheat someone can't find time to
and rye and gluten and soy bake bread if they want to."
flours — all beige instead of
All of Laurel's recipes take
white.
time. Everything is done from
Her cookbook, heavy on scratch, from vegetable
bread recipes, is one of the stocks, from yeast and longbest-selling vegetarian cook- cooking beans that must be
books of recent years.
soaked overnight. Laurel's
Issued first in hardcover by - recipes require thought and
Nilgin Press, run by volun- devotion. They are for those
teers at the Petaluma com- who love to-took.
mune where Laurel now lives,
"It does take more time, but
the book was just reissued in we have found that it's worth

"COFFEE!"

Former Cambodian Head
Seeks UN Condemnation

SANDIE
THEN,
Er-ERRED ME
TO YOU FOR
EXCHANGING
THIS
TOASTER

-d

I'LL HAVE TO REFER YOU TZ31 To4ATE RIGHT BETWEEN
REFERRED
PREFERRED REFERRALS
REFERRALS
AND DEFERRED
ReFERRAL
!)-74-

•

Till MANTON
OH,UNCLE PAVE,
HE'S GONE. L
FEEL AWFUL-- L
AL AVOS-T WENT
WITH HIM!

AS USUAL,SHAKESPEARE &Ain 1
IT BE ST, *PS4R ThVG 15 StksevrEr SCV?ROW.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Republican Jack 4frevey, a
Lexington physician who will
soon become the newest
member of the state Senate,
says his top legislative
priorities will be measures to
freeze property taxes and
rescind the state sales tax on
utilities.
"The state budget can
tolerate a freeze on property
taxes," Trevey said Tuesday
night, but added it might only
be possible to slow the growth
rate of property taxes.
He made the statement
moments after Democrat,
George Mills conceded defeat
in a special election to fill the
12th District Senate seat
vacated by U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-Lexington.

NEW YORK (AP) — Former Cambodian chief of state
Prince Norodom Sihanouk,
calling the new government of
Cambodia Merely a "puppet
of Hanoi," arrived here
Tuesday to seek United
Nations condemnation of what
he called "naked aggression"
by Vietnam.
Sihanouk arrived from
Tokyo and was greeted by a
delegation of more than 20
people from the Chinese
mission to the United Nations,
headed by Ambassador Chen
Cheu, permanent representative to the U.N.
During an hour-long airport
news conference, Sihanouk
repeated his earlier promise
of a long guerrilla war to
combat the provisional
government which ousted
Cambodia's Communist
regime last Sunday.
He sold -be wouM ask for a
foll debate during a U.N.
Security Council session ahqut
the Cambodian ,Issue and, also
said he would ask for a boycott
of aid to Vietnam . by United
'Nations member countries.

Sihanouk said the boycott
would be aimed at forcing
Vietnam to withdraw its
forces,
which
military
analysts
belies*
were
responsible for the attack
. wl,ich ended in the downfall of
Prime Minister Poi Pot's
government.
No decision has yet been
made on whether there will be
a Security Council debate on,
Cambodia. Sihainiuk was
scheduled to meet privately
with
Security
Council
President Donald 0. Mills,
U.N. Ambassador from
Jamaica, on Wednesday, after
which a decision Will apparently be made. •
However, Cambodia's new
provisional
government,
headed by Heng Samrin,
relayed a message to the
Security Council through the
Vietnamese mission to the
United Nations saying the
fiirriier- POI MT regime had
"ceased to exist.''
The rte. -said grly
meetipg ..on theoCarahdkiin
problem would be "flagrant
intervention" in Cambodia's
internal affairs.'

it — in terms of the food and
what it does to bring people
together," said Laurel.
other
most
Unlike
vegetarian cookbooks,
"Laurel's Kitchen" favors
brown or raw sugar over
honey and discourages the
consumption of more than
four fruits a day.
-I feel so bad about honey,"
Laurel said apologetically.
"Aesthetically it's divine and
much
ecologically
it's
superior to sugar. But really,
it's just sugar. The bees have
refined it."
She and the other women
who live at the Petaluma
commune, called Ramagiri,
do all the cooking for its 40
members. They 'do not feel
oppressed.
"It is a way of giving the
women a lot more importance," she said. -The
men can do the carpentry and
none of us are trained in that.
We try to use the skills we
have."

about taxes and government
spending.
"They want to put a lid on
the growth of government
spending," Trevey said, "and
they want their taxes cut."
As for filling his 78th House
district seat, Trevey said,
"I'm too elated over tlis
victory. I really would have no
comment on that at this
time."
Mills, who resigned as
chairman of the Fayette
County Democratic Party in
order to make his first bid for
elective office, said it.was "too
early to analyze" his defeat,
adding he would return to his•
private law practice.
-Trevey said he did not know .
whether another election •
would be held to fill his House
seat, nor when his senatorial
election would be certified.
In the meantime, he said,
"I'm going back to Frankfort
tomorrow as a representative."
Voter turnout surprised
county election officials, who
had predicted that only about
7,000 people would brave
subfreezing temperatures.to
go to the polls.

John, Greta Rideout
Tell Attorneys They
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Have Reconciled
SALEM, Ore.(AP) —John
and Greta Rideout, the couple
involved in what was believed
to be the first trial of a
husband charged with raping
his wife while they were living
together, have told their at.. JurySthey have made up.
Two weeks ago, a Marion
-County circuit court jury
acquitted Rideout after three
hours of deliberation. Jurors
said the evidence was inconclusive.
During the six-day trial,
intimate details of their lives
and the October incident were
publicized.
The Rideouts could not be
reached Tuesday "night.
However, Salem attorneys
Jean Christensen and Charles
Burt confirmed the couple had
visited each of them earlier In
the day and announced their
reconciliation.
---Christensen filed a divorce
petition for Mrs. Rideout in
October, but the case has not
gone to court.
"They're in hiding," Burt
said Tuesday niglit, "I don't
even know where they are."
Argentina, with 188.7 percent, had the highest inflation
rate among 53 countries
during the 12-month period
from June 1977 to June 1978,
according to the International
Labor Organization, a United
Nations agency.
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2 NOTICE

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS
needed to form carpool to
Mayfield, 7:30 10 5, daily.
Call 753-6117.

Firewood For Sale, for
Information call 7538485.

neci
Pm
E XI
mar

Per

Mar
I

III

MEDICAL LABORATORY
Technician class starts
March 12, 1979. Enrollment
Call
limited. Apply now
.(615) 526 3660 or write
Cumberland School of
Medical Technology, 321 N
Washington, Cookeville, TN
38501.
GOD IS LOVE; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600 24
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts.

Do you need the answer to loneliness and
what to do about it'
Call 759-4444 and ask
for tape no. 8.

Notice
to
1)u e
the
tremendous increase
in individuals wishing
to review their credit
file out of curiosity, we
find it necessary to
impose a minimum
charge to those consumers for this service. However, we will
continue to provide
this service at no
charge to any consumer who has been
rejected for credit
within the last 30 days.
Credit Bureau
of Murray,Inc:

SHOE SHACK
January Clearance
All BOOTS and
Selected Items Of
Ladies and Childrens

SHOES
Drastically Reduced

THE SHOE SHACK
106 N.4th
Hank Xtitericard

, •

s
--r
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2 NOTICE

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
•Portrotts

C. HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS1
EARN
010 US stuffing envelopes.
Free details. Write
SayCo,
824 LT Augusta,
Elgin, IL
60120.
PART TIME lob
for Immo
with medical
experience to
do exams for
insuranCe
companies in area. (502) 737.
2298..

30.'US. Blieirni..s

43. REAL ESTATE

POlt NWT
Commercua
apace
on
soutbsitle of rout tare
Formerly Children1 cenw
Space NM evaliabie. For
details redact, Don Overby,
Murray,733-1231.

753-VSS
lemermnsummemmia- IS. BUS.OPPORTUNITY

Waldrop Realty
In Bids sness
Since ?95,
733-5644
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11. USED CARS

or'

1977 C9UGAR XR7, dove
THE BUY-of the new year is gray. Tactory wheels, power
this nice lot in Kingswood windows and door locks, split
Strbdirisiort In an area of boitnCb seal, crOise.. AM-FM
lighting
liavely homes, this lot is an tape, -security
excellent investment to keep system. 29,000 miles. Extra
Or build on now. The lot lends nice. 55250. 753-9562.
itself
to different home
styles. Only $3,500. The
NELSON
SHROAT CO
REALTORS. 759.1707..
"IT'N-Tr-rigarigentt

FOR RENT. on the corner ot
'74 - 4o0Par
SALE:' Carson's 6th and Main for
FOR VVATKINS Products, POP
smaIrshbb
Grocery store, good location
.cpntact Holman Jones. 217 S
or office. Available Feb 1.
in
Kirksey.
,
For
phone 753 311.
information
Contact Well Purdom, 153
call 489 2519 and leave your
1347 or L.D. Miller, 753 5000,
Phone number.
" 753.5595.
12. INSURANCE
.SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
We ere now writing hisonnem
Equipped with gas heal and
Western Ky, Pools
.air conditioning. Call 753 3018
on amble bonees, with 3 di
after
5 pm.
forest compenios. her het
32. APTS. FOR RENT
'The Gas Savers"
rates contact Wilma lePaducah,
FOR .RENT. 3 room fur
mance and Real Estate, 302
1
Wished
apartment, close to
•••••111
N. 12th - 753-3263.
university, utilities fur.
1919 Ur...4J
.•
fished. $125 per month. Cali
753 1,76.
14. WANT TO BUY
604 So. 12th St.
CARR011 COPE &POKER
Sunlamp needed. Call 753
FURNISHED APARTMENT
0669
for regt, located adjoinint
WANT TO BUY good used
campuS at 13b3 Chestruit.,2_
1974 DATSUN 260 Z for sale.
- moble homes Call 502 527
bedrooms or could be 3, 43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
-'
cFutty loaded, asking $3700 or
_
1162.
Electric
heat
Cad
offer.
753
8648
best
Call
759 4633
Is A Specialty A,
before 5:30 pm.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ONE BEDROOM, furnished
Starks Hardware
apartment. Two bedroom
SO. USED TRUCKS
furnished trailer. Call 753
12th & Poplar
1978 CHEVY 4 by 4,
4808.
SiLvarado, loaded with 17,000
FOR SALE
753-1227
BOYD-MAJORS
actual
31.
miles. (6151 232-7404.
HOUSES
FOR
RENT
tr,
White portable dishReedy
FREE PARKING
REAL ESTATE
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom
1958 CHEVROLET PICKUP
nnfterrPore
753-1222
washer made by Roper
house, partially furnished, on
Runs. $100. Call 436 2289.
753 8080
753-0101-753-7531
Wadesborough Road near
in good condition,
1974 DODGE D 600 with
THE CITY of Murray is
Benton.
Call
527-9229
It CS
gravel dump, 5-speed, 50,000
'aking bids for a sign ap
$150. Call 753-5322 alanytime, or 437 4892 after 6
"FAMILY AFFAIR" actual miles, A•1 shape.(615)
ith The I. tie:mil} Touch''
olication,
(making),
ter 4:00 p.m.
pm.
232-7404.
Dover, TN.
machine. Specs may be
-Quality Plus" best
._
WANT
INCOME
FOR RENT
Five 'room
jicked up at City Hall, City
1967 FORD PICKUP. New
describes
3
new
this
PROPERTY
- Close to
house, unfurnished. Call 753
Clerk's office, at 5th and
paint
job,
excellent
bedroom, 2 bath home
6944.
downtown. 2nd floor Poplar. Bids will be received
mechanical condition. $800.
FIREWOOD,
$25
per
rick.
$5
Hazel.
until 4 pm, Jan. 18, 1979 at
located in
LAKE SHORE home un
753-3907 days, or 474-8822
living rm., kitchen delivery fee. Call 753.557.
City Hall.
evenings.
furnished, 3 bedroom, 2
Fireplace
with
dining, 2 bedroom &
2 KONVOMEGA rapid 100 baths, couple only. $250 per
WHAT WE do best is care.
1976 GMC 4-wheel drive 3/4
heatalator, built-in apcameras, 1 extra 120 roll film
bath, carpeted. 1st
month. Security deposit and
Needline, 753-6333
Ion, air, tilt, other extras.
back, 1 Singer graslex references required. Call 753
built
pliances,
custom
floor
completed
not
Call 753-2817.
3. CARD OF,THA
St••••
strobe, Gossen light meter, 8572
cabinets, heat pump,
could make apartment
53. SERVICES OFFERED
WE, THE family of Ruth G.._ tri-Pod, 2 camera bags. $550.
thermopane windows
or sleeping rooms Canady, would like to ex- Call 753-9562.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
36. RENT OR LEASE
- press our thanks and ap- 16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Generalhome remodeling,
are only a few of the
' Professional Sen ices
ONLY $23,000. Boyd
preciation for the many acts
framing,
aiuminurrl siding,
Fnendly
Touch'
The
With
quality features of this
Majors Real Estate,
Of kindness and sympathy
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
We
Mini
Buy,
,Sell
Or
bode
price
The
is
A
N.
home.
105
shown to us during thetoss of
St.
,.395-49670r_1,362 4895.
4 lots (100' x 375' ea.)Worehouse
our loved one. A special
Used Furniture or Apright! 30's. Phone
CARPET CLEANING, at
on 641 South. Only
thanks goes to Dr. C.C.
LOTS
11.
FOR
SALE
reasonable rates. Prompt
Storage Space
KOPPERUD REALTpliances
short distance from
Lowry. Dr. Charles Clark,
LETS GET to the point! That and efficient service. Custom
Y.753-1222.
For Rent
and the third floor nurses of
ity
limits.
Carpet
is
this
Maybe
Care. 489.277'4.
excellent
purlake
front
lot
Hodge & Son, Inc.
the Murray-Caltoway County
located on a point in Croppie CONCRETE
753-4758
chased as one tract or
BLOCK
&
Hospital for their special
5 . 5th
Hollow. Yours for only WORK. Block garages,
1 COUNTRY AIR and sun.
individually. Commercare, to the Blalock-Coleman
$10,600
DONALD
R
TUCKER
basements, driveways,
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
shine. If it is country living
Funeral Home, Bro. Connie FOR
cial or building sites,
REALTOR 753-4342.
-SALE: Used clothes FOR SALE:
walks, patios, steps, free
Wyatt for his consoling
400 bales of hay. you are looking for, let US
would
be
estimates.
ideal
excellent condition, Contact Thomas
45.
753-5476.
FARMS
for
.dryer.
FOR
SALE
Lamb, Jr. show you this 55 acre farm, a
words. to Jerry Bolls and the S75. Call 759-4573
after 4 pm.
trailer court. Boyd
_i
78 ACRE FARM with house FENCE SAVES at -Sears
at 753.8555_
. • beautiful building spot to
singers, and to those who
KROEHLER
and one out building for sale now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
CITATION 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
build Vour dream house, 2
Majors Real Estate,
served as pallbearers, to the
5 miles from Kentucky Lake. tree estimates for your
„acres of bottom land. We also
friends and neighbors of Mrs. reliner rocker, like new. AKC DOBERMAN
105
N.
12th
St.
puppies.
Green
and gold floral print,
Call weekdays after-6:30 pm. needs.
- Jimmy
Taylor, - Mason
Black and rust, 6 weeks old, have a farm that has
Any time on Saturday or GUTTERING BY SEARS,
everything you want, corn, .
-11..tterneaw .i-anti =of -the 7 -itray 585.753-9562.
Cttay
"G"'
4
`Pe
_,!,
253.72.44.
4)
ertle.
or"
a'irr-tYrri.t:
Tirednark
-Sears. __continuous _ _gallant:anst
Court section We are also 17. ViCUUM CLEANERS
-trrs
C.
,A'rt r
prerritSes foe 'viewing. Call
burley tobacco, creek, $650 leaving town wants quick
installed
grateful to all friends and ELECTROLUX Sales and anytime, 436-5837
yourPer
FOR
SALE:
Nice
new
3
per acre. Do you want to see sale. 2 bedrooms, 2 -baths,
specifications
neighbors who sent food and Service in Paducah call 1
Call Sears_
bedroom,
2
full
living
baths,
for yourself? Call now! 753. (one has sunken tub), all
753 2310 for free estimates.
flowers, May God bless each 443 6469. in Murray call Tony
room, kitchen, dining room,
1492, offered by LORETTA furniture and appliances
Of you. Mason and Mildred Montgomery 753-6760
paneled garage, plate for INSULATION BLOWN IN by
_.
REALTORS.
JOBS
Canady and grandchildren.
stay.
Close to the lake, priced
love You Tried
washer and dryer, carpet Sears, save on these high
18. SEWING MACHINES
in the teens. Call and lets
S. LOST & FOUND
throughout,
thermopane heating and cooling bills.
FOR SALE: Used Singer
Sudsbury
Pork?
deal
today.
1492
753
Call
or
windows, .. well
1.0ST: ONE year old Golden levying machine, zigzag, all
insulated, Call Sears 753-2310 for free
Rustic lake Atmosphere!
753-2249,
offered
by
located on-Highway 121 N, estimates.
Retriever, blonde. Dorah regular attachments, sews
LORETTA
Nore's thert home that lots
JOBS
but still in Calloway County. PIAA0 TUNING and repair.
Road area. 759-1006.
perfect, fully guarenteed,
Sows Me Sow snow days
REALTORS.
yes got worm from it E. A 3
Priced to sell, 532,000. Call Call Joe Jackson 753.7149
LOST: SOLID white bird full cash price, $39.50, Call
model 1,5 off complete
489.2715.
U,2 haft home designed for
after 6 pm
•
dog, 3 miles east of Murray. Martha Kopper. 354-6521.
Iroseshig. Professional dog
family hying. Spacious dew*
Call 753-2878. Reward,
22. MUSICAL
/Wiley Auction S
gemming located it? Murray.
Hairs area combines kitchen,
4. HELP WANTED
Meant 759-4140.
Realty Sales
din* area and great room
BABYSITTER: MY home
COC RUNNY 5111117
FOR
SALE: Used high
with Fronk& fireploce. Only
only. One infant. Monday,
Auctioneer Realtor.
Wednesday, and Friday, 8 tO
orinotes from town. $47,500.
Appraiser
back piano. Approx. 60
AFTER CHRISTMAS Sale,
Ph (9011479-2986 479-3713
2:30. Tuesday and Thursday,,
Jahn Smith,!Natter
years old,in good conSix Cocker Spainel pups, 8
10 to 1. Send name, phone
South Fulton Tenn.
weeks old. Two male Cocker
. number and references to:
dition, needs tuning,
Spainels, 8 months old, 1
.P.O. Box 32T, Murray, KY
$150.
Call
753-5322
affemale_
Cocker Spainel, 15
42071.
months old. Call 527.9229.
ter 4;00 p.m.
DOBERMAN
PUPPIES,
champion sired by one of top
--BODY SHOP
E-R15-E-011742`195-20 (Dobermans in nation. Line
711V7IFTT
MUSCI ANS needed to form a bred. Ears cut. 753-5620.
Ness ivuosals. opening ter 2
band 753-6117.
Murray, Kentucky
Experleace4
FULL BLOODED Collie •
Wray sea.
23. EXTERMINATING
puppies. 753-4003 after 4 pm.
Apply la perms only to w753-4451
TREEIN WALKER Hound
oks morriger, Tester
for
pups
sale
months
3
old
Chevrolet,
Person's
Excellent 'blood line. UKC
Mayfield, KT. May call for opregistered. Phone 436-5650.
polutimeat.
43. REAL ESTATE
247-4111

er00
'

e no
this

44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE oby owner: 4
bedroom, 2' 2 bath, 2,000 sq.
ft. in 9's acres in Marshall
County. Call 527 8574 or 527
8.133

'

Swimming
Pools

442-9147
Ky.

QUALTI;TYREAL

It's*
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

"EVE)i ON THE SHOWROOM FLOOR
THEIR HOODS ARE UP

5271468 7531625

Murray
Datsun, Inc.

5.3. SERVICES OFFERS()
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam,in
placeurea frornalehyde.
Free
estimates,
no
obligation.
Kentucky Tennessee Insulation, RP: 7
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071
5021 435-4527.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cteanIng. C811753-7701
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Lam:Volt, 753.8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
excellent
ROOFING,
references.
Call
753 1486
between 7 am arid 330 pm,
ask for Shelley.

#'

WALLIS DRUC
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

KOPPERUD

•HOUISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

LLEY
LELY ROTERRA PARTS

SALE IN PROGRESS
McKeel Equipment Company is allowing an extra10% discount on all Lely ftoterra parts orders
placed before Jan. 20, 1979. Look your machine over
and bring your list to McKeel Equipment Company
In Murray, Ky. today. (Offer good on any order of$75 or more, placed by Jan. 20, 1979 and picked up &
paid for by Feb. 15,1979.)

licked Cquipment
_
Co., Inc.

t

Purdem & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
--

33. SERVICES OFFERED
ROOFING,
'Or
FLAT
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173.
REMOVAL
SNOW
for
drivewats, etc. with back
hoe Bud's Back Hoe Service,
753-5818
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. Free estimates.
Call after 5 pm,436 2294
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1
442-7026.
WET BASEMENT? Repair.
and water proof, all work
guarenteed. Call Paducah,
442-8017. Cole& Associates.
WILL DO plumbing, heating,
carpentry repairs can 7532211, if no answer cad 75)1531.

753-3062

50S Walnut

Start The New Year
Off Right
In Your New Mobile Nome

ore•

From

CALLOWAY COWNTY high
school student or adult to
stay with ft year old girl on
snow days and occaSional
evenings in my home. Prefer
resident in or near town.
References required. Phone
753-0122 after 5 pm.
DEPENDABLE
WOMAN;
living within one block of
Carter school to take care of
3rd grade boy some mornings and or afternoons after
school. Few days each
month. No transportation
necessary. 753 9208 after 4
Pm.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
7535114
27. MOB.HOME SALES
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753- 1877.
X 60' TWO
1974
12'
BEDROOM
trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, underpioned and storage
building. Located at Fox
Meadows Trailer Courts.
CAII 247-7386 after 4 pm.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO, THREE bedroom
house tralers for rent. One, 2
bedroom house trailer for
rent, 759-4592 or 753 0170

HORNBUCKII BARBER SHOP
,ori Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Pro(exuaissal Services
With The Fnendly Touch"

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30615:00

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICE NAIR CUT St SO
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3185
one
day in advance.

Swath 1211, at Syc,prflor,
TELEPHONE 753-1651

Owner being transferred and must sell
nearly new home in
Kirksey area. Three
bedrooms, two full
baths, central electric
heat and air, 2 3 acre
of land. Tastefully
decorated and quick
possession. $39,500.00.
APARTMENT HOUSE with
7 apartments, located on S
16th next to college, far sale.
Also for sale, 2 bedroom
trailer on lake front lot in
Panorama Shores Call 436
2341 anytime, or 436 2122
after 5 pm.

high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate

Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation

.Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

Floored and ready. Up to 17s 74. AlsIbOrrr sty*, of fices, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patibs, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
r 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDVIGS

FIRST TIME in Murray!
Free moving van for local
moves. Courtesy moving van
is available for our clients
List with us, purchase with
us. We really move our
sales, For information call
753.1492,
offered
by
LORETTA ,
JOBS
REALTORS.

FREE GIFT

Cut the cost of those

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

SPORTLESSLY CLEAN! Attractive 2 or 3
bedroom home peak
condition.
Electric
heat, wall-to-wall carpeting. Wooded 1 acre
lot,
commercially
zoned. ONLY $32,500.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

EXPECT TO'BEIMPRESSED. If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all
the extras - marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways, central vacuum
and intercom, custom
made
drapes
throughout. This is
that "dream home"
you have been waiting
for.
Price
just
reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,
753-1222 for courteous
and competant real
estate service.

J.

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
DELIGHT.
Would you like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all' Take
a look at this practically
new
two
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath'asid a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only $21,500. Don't
delay - phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY,753-1222.

To The First
100 Customers
Who Mention
ThisAd
Your Choice
*Ball Of Macrame Cord
*Knitting Yarn
*Package of Pretty Petals
No Purchase Necessary
Special Good Thru Saturday

(20.ANY -r_vij_NG.yop like,_wifh
this property. Around -387
feet of highway frontage on
New Concord Highway. `fob
can build a home, mobile
home, business or anything_
Priced
at 51,800
The
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
REALTORS 759 1707

ea

kaapherry
Dixieland Center
41.

Morris
Mobile
Home Inc.
of Benton,Ky.

Save Hundreds of dollars during the
1st of the year clearance sale
Over 100 Homes in Stock
To Choose From In
12& 14 wide and double wides

. There is no tight money at Morris. We have
local bank financing available.
Now is the time to buy, Morris is the place, the
money is available, the price the lowest ever
and the selection beffer than ever.
See

Jerry Morris or George Stovall
.527 8322.__
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LIMITED QUANTITIES

Evening Courses Slated
By Engineering Tech Dept.
Six eveling courses will be
offered by theppepartment of
Engineering Technology at
Murray State University
during the spring semester,
beginning the week of Jan. 15.
James G. Weatherly,
department chairman, said
the • classes have been
ScHtscluled to
people in area industries. He
this lineup of offerings:
ENT 213, Introduction to
Digital Electronics, Tuesdays
and Thursdays. A lecture and
Laboratory course, it'includes
a study of boolean algebra,
binary number systems, and
small and medium-scale
digital integrated circuits.
Emphasis is placed on the
TTI,and CMOS logic fatnilies.
Clatses will meet in Room
S103 of the Applied Science
Building.
ENT 320, Environmental
and Occupational Health
Engineering Techhology,
Thursdays. Emphasis is given
to recognition an(detection of
heatth problems, preventive
measures, and
control
procedures in this class, which
examines the sources, transmission, and control of public
and occupational health
hazards resulting from
disease contaminants and toxi
pollutants in the environment.
Classes will meet in Room
S102 of the

accommodate

gave

Applied 'Science
Building.
ENT 392, OcetipatIonal

'Safety and Health, Thursdays.
This
course t includes:
development of accidentprevention and loss-control
methods, procedures, and
programs in
industrial
establishments; application of
codes; and safety-engineering
-.;.= —Science Building.
ENT 410, Industtial ,in-

strurnentation, Thursdays. A
study of systems and devices
for electrical measurement
and-or control of-nonelectrical
qualities, this, course places
emphasis on transducers,
recording equipment, data
acquisition, and automation.
Classes will meet in Room
S104 of the Applied Science
Building.
ENT 486-686, Unit Treatment Process Laboratory,
Wednesdays. Emphasis in the
course is on designing, setting
up,
and
performing
treatability studies for
engineering treatment
evaluations and water quality
research. Actual tre,al,ment
projects will be selected for
purposes of treatment design,
performance optimization,
and trouble-shooting. Classes
will meet in the basement of
Ordway Hall.
ENT 597, Quality Control,
Wednesdays. The course
includes a study of quality
control systems, responsibilities and statistical
quality control, inspections,
and testing equipment.
Classes will meet in Room
S101 of the Applied Science
Building.
Each of the six courses
carries three semester hours
of credit and may be taken for
undergraduate credit. ENT
486-686,and ENT 597 may be
taken for graduate credit.
Fees for Kentucky residents
are $60 for a course taken for
undergraduate credit and $'93
for a course taken for
graduate credit. Anyone _interested in any of the courses
may register and pay fees
Jan. 11 or Jan. 12 or at the first
class meeting of the week of
Jan. 15.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling James
Weatherly at (502) 762-3393.

Prices Good Thru
Jan. 14th

KING OF VALUES

MIN. 216
PER STORE

5" x 7" and 8" x 10"
GOLD METAL

SAVE

METAL
IRONING BOARD

700

Security they cannot be processed by

r

2

.BP1131.e_W_Olderr.

Social Security district
manager in Paducah, said
today.
There's also something new
to read those reports — a
machine called an optital
scanner that translates the
reports to the magnetic tape
language that a computer can
understand.
Ms. Wexler said the Social
Security Administration is
concerned because some early
reports are being received in a
format the optical scanner
can't read — and that means
more expensive manual
processing.
Beginning with 1978 wages,
employers are to use Form W2 (Wage and Tax Statement)
to report their workers'
earnings, Ms. Wexler said.
Form W-2 has been revised for
1978 so it can be read by the
scanner.
The Form W-2's are printed
three to a page, and Copy A of
the form is to be submitted to
Social Security in just that
PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?
InProject
dependence is a
demonstration project
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
an alternative to eninstitutional
tering
facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
get the
3.
services from any
ottierpurie•
have
you
about
questions
Project Independence
call -Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.

Can not

1

If

the optical scanner, Ms.
Wexler said.
Other employers are sending in the Form 941's that
were used previously for
earnings reports. And some
are using older Form W-2'S.
Those forms cannot be
processed by machine either,
Ms. Wexler said.
Employers should use only
the 1978 Form W-2, she emphasized. And the entire page
must be sent in even if one or
two of the forms are blank, she
said.
The changeover is part of
the switch to annual reporting
of employees' earnings, Ms
Wexler explained. Reports
were submitted quarterly in
previous years.
All Forms W-2 should be
submitted with Form W-3
(Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statements).
The forms are available
from local Internal Revenue
Service offices or from private
printers.
The deadline for submitting
the forms is February 28, 1979.
Detailed instructions for
completing the forms are
given in the December 1977
Circular E

Tax Guide.
Employer's (Supplement),

Employers who don't have a
copy of Circular E can get one
from the nearest Internal
Revenue Service office, Ms.
Wexler said.
The telephone
Paducah Social Securily
office is 443-7506; the number
for the Mayfield office is 2478095

T-69 construction.
Sturdy, vontilotott stool top.
Atijustt to 36" high.

3:30 P.S. mid 4 pia. &Ow
days, to limn Milivery of No
ocrot000por. Colh moo be
placed by•pa. velinfoos lir
4 p.m. Saturshrys 5.g000morfoo
ilolkory

SPECIAL 1 00
PURCHASE
Freshness and goodness in 5 flavors.
MIN. 140
PER STORE

OR
BALL POINT

PAINT TUBES
YOUR
t.140ICE:
^

.

PER STORE

MIN,- 72

ANCHOR

100

MASKING & DUCT _
-

TAPE

00

VALUES
Stamped designs on linTO 1.44
ertz-for you to embroider*,
dryor use these quick
Choose 2"x60' plain or
ing, washable paint in white duct tape; or the 3ball point tubes.
roll - pack of ,
i,4"x40 yd
masking tape.

5_, , „ ne

MAGICOLOR

- PROTECT

features l 5
t elements.

FLAT LATEX

design, new design
corner reflection,
square-boom
construction.

HOUSE PAINT

- Model X-I5.

Reg.$10.97
$800

Warranted one-coat
coverage.
Blister
resistant.
Nonchalking, non-yellowing.

DISHCLOTHS
FOR

100

Sturdy' 131/2”xl5"

5-SECTION

COMPOSITION BOOK
HOUSEHOLD

00

PLASTICS

stripe

dishcloths.
MIN. 144 PER STORE

YOUR OHOICE:

111

POTHOLDERS

5

MIN. 144
PER STORE

Regular ruled; 5
sections.

FOR 1 00

MEMO BOOKS
f

.6
100
FOR

800

POTS &
PLANTERS

rot

MEMO 5005
:

with SAUCER
00

HAND TOOLS

REG. 5.97

YOUR CHOICE:
Your choice of convenient
helpful
hand tools.

Choose the modern planters
with saucers, or the woodgrain big pot with saucer.
MIN. 24 PER STORE

WASTE BASKETS
OR GARBAGE
CANS

Choose side or top
spiral memo books.

300-COUNT

COLOR TEX

PAPER
NAPKINS
00
REG. 1.27

1

YOUR CHOICE:

00

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subecribers abo him eat
received Noir bame-defirrerml
army of The fliarrey Leiter &
Timm by 5311 p.m. *MAW,ea
Miley Sr by 315 p.mr
Saliirdays aro urged to call
753-15111 betweve 51311 p..- p.m.. Morsday•friday, Sr

COOKIES

NEEDLEWORK

number for

the

2100

w.kt.d

STAMPED

A-New Way To Report
Social- Security Pay
way — three /o a page.
Some employers are going
to the trouble of cutting the
hi
means
forms apart, which

2-LB. BAG
SUN VALLEY

PHOTO
FRAME
Might odd color
finhh, corm:444o with
emoted bock os.
foll-str000th gloss.

111

Employers should
remember that there's a new
way to report employees'
wages for Social

USE YOUR BANK CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG K!

Assorted
tune-up
kits to keep your
car in running or4
der.

Assorted styles of
rugged
• plastic
waste baskets and
garbage

cans.

Bel-Air Shopping Ceder

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Acres Of Free Parking
Limit Rights Worrell
1-6 Sunday
Equal Opportunity Employer

Murray, Ky.
7538777
-

MIN. 144
PER STORE

3
C60 BLANK

CASSETTES

100

MIN. 200
RER STORE

Three quality blank
cassettes in plastic 'bag.

de
in
iul
fui
de

CO

ch
vs
qt

master charge

all

*. 411P9A.
,

KING or VALUES

